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the student answer to the question: "Do
different types of student (black/white,
rich/poor) interact frequently and easily
on your campus?" Krier said that the
Princeton Review does not report specific
data on precisely how many BC students
took the survey.
Feiyang Chen, co-director of the
AHANA Caucus and A&S '10, said that

he has noticed the trend of racial separation on campus both as a student and
as a campus leader. "I would have to
agree with the survey results," he said.
"If they had approached me and asked
me, I would have probably said the same
things."

See Ranking, A
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Chaos in Conte: Fall Concert
featuring Mario and Akon, AlO

One week before Boston College
achieved its No. 16 ranking on Forbes
magazine's America's Best Colleges rankings, the University's name appeared high
on another well-known ranking. BC took
the No. 17 spot on the Princeton Review's

"Little Class/Race Interaction" list,
a ranking that raised eyebrows among
students and campus leaders.
The rankings were determined by a
survey given to approximately 325 students at each of the 371 school studied.
Jeanne Krier, publicist for Princeton
Review Books, said in an e-mail that
race and class interaction was gauged by
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Challenge
achieves
new goal
Neenan's challenge
rallies 25,000 donors
By Brynne Lee
Heights Editor

See Neenan, A3

Akon played to a
sold-out audience.

marking one of
the UGBC's most
successful fall
concerts to date.

Akon invites students to rush the floor of Conte Forum

By

Kcegan. assistant director and \\S '10, said thai
immediately conferred with representatives from
Team Ops and the BC police department. "Wc wanted
lo make sun thai everyone on the floo] was as safe as
possible." Keegan said.

l li<\

DelucaMthw
W In-i. VU-»11 ealled the students down ml., the
center ofConte Foruui "ii Fridaj night. \l Dea, I n
dergraduate Government <>i Boston College (I GBC)
president and CSOM 'in. thought first of student
ol>\ isafety. "M> primary concern ivas that. In!.oush, .nil to put on a great show for students, safety
\\.-

\\

was our primary concern, he said.

James D'Ambra, exci utivc director of campus en'10, and Maureen
tertainment for the! CIH' ami

Uton's dceision to eail the students in attendance
down to the floor ofConte Forum was entirely his own,
D'Amhra said. "II was his decision." he said. "We had
lalknl about ii illi him, our agent had talked about
ii with him." D'Ambra said that the UGBC's booking
»

So.-

Akon. \:l

See Off Campus, A
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After nearly a year of striving for
new alumni donors, the Neenan Challenge, an alumni giving effort, came
to a successful close this past May.
The challenge featured an anonymous
donor willing to donate $500,000 to
Boston College if 5,000 new alumni donors gave monetary gifts to the school
by Dec. 31, 2008, a number that was far
exceeded and nearly doubled.
As a result, the anonymous donors
were so inspired that they offered a
second challenge for an additional
$500,000. On Feb. 11, Vice President
and Special Assistant to the President
Rev. William Neenan, S.J., announced
the success of the first challenge and
the extension into the second challenge.
"The second challenge was to get
a total of 25,000 donors by the end of
the BC fiscal year, which is May 31,"
said Matthew Eynon, associate vice
president of annual giving.
At the end of the first challenge,
there were 10,500 new donors, calling
for another 15,000 to meet the second
challenge. When the necessary number
of donors was met, & total of one million dollars was donated to BC. At the
conclusion of the Neenan Challenge, a
total of 26,347 undergraduate alumni
gave gifts, increasing overall alumni
participation to 28 percent.
The gift from the anonymous donor
was designated for student financial
aid for undergraduates.
"Every donor that made a gift knew
that it was helping secure a million
dollars in aid for current students,"
Eynon said.
The Neenan Challenge finished at a
particularly crucial time in relation to
the economic situation. Because ofthe
economic plight, BC had to increase its
financial aid budget to help students
afford their educations.
"People got into a position where
they needed to receive more aid or
even begin to receive it," Eynon said.
"And BC has a need blind admission
policy in which students are admitted,
without knowledge of a students need

As Boston College students living off
new residences
this fall, members of the Office of Residential Life have gotten organized to offer their services to these seemingly far
away students.
For many students, their first experience with ResLife begins with a visit with
Marianne Carrabba, assistant director of Residential Life for off-campus
housing. "We try to get to the students
before the realtors, usually at the end
of their freshman year," Carabba said.
"This is followed by a mandatory meeting for all sophomores intending to live
off campus junior year at the beginning
of the year."
Carrabba also assists student who
have specific issues that arise in finding
housing as well as issues that students
face after moving in. "Right now I'm
[assisting] a woman looking for a new
apartment because she had issues with
her landlord. I had to find her not only an
apartment, but furniture. I'm alsomeet?
ing with current sophomores and juniors
to speak about living off campus," she
said. "It's a crazy time of year."
She said that most of her work with
students is complete before they move
off campus and that she is always available for a chat. "I am more than happy
to talk with students about living off
campus." Carrabba said that students
should attend one of the housing fairs
offered at BC either first or second
semester before looking at places with
a realtor. "Students need to remember
that there are many places still available
well into the second semester," she said.
"The biggest piece of advice I can give
is wait before you sign a lease. Time is
not running out."
ResLife also offers many services
for students looking for entertainment
outside the gates ofBC. Judy Robinson,
assistant dean for student development,
has collaborated 1 in creating several
events, including the Taste of Off Campus, which took place last Thursday on
the Brighton Campus.
The Undergraduate Government of
Boston College (UGBC) is also working
to make sure that students in the offcampus community feel like they are
campus settle into their

HOMECOMING TICKETS
TO GO ON SALE

ACTIVITIES DAY STIRS UP DUST

The Undergraduate Government
of Boston College (UGBC) has
announced the date for this year's
Homecoming dance.
Homecoming will take place on
Saturday, Oct. 10th, in the Mod
Lot, from 9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.

Tickets will be priced at $25
each, and students will be able to
purchase two per BC ID.
Tickets will be on sale in Robsham
Theater at the end of the month.
Interested students should
check UGBC.org for updated
ticketing information and other
announcements regarding the
event.

The football team will be playing
away at Virginia Tech the weekend
of the Homecoming dance at a
time to be announced.

to
BC's clubs and organizationswere out in full force in the Dustbowl on Friday to recruitfrom among both freshmen new the
involved.
get
campus and older students looking for new ways to
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Eliot Spitzer begins teaching a law
and public policy course at CCNY

BC named in top 10 for schools
contributing to Teach for America

Professor recognized for work in
the field of cognition

Former Governor of New York Eliot Spitzer,
who resigned from his position in 2008 amid accusations of his patronization of a prostitution
service, began teaching a law and public policy
course this week at the City College of New
York. Though the press was barred from the new
adjunct professor's weekly lecture, it is reported
that students laughed and even applauded as
Spitzer lectured about law, public policy, and
investment banking. Though the self-proclaimed
"Sheriffof Wall Street," Spitzer was happy to relate
to students the role he played in bringing down
business leaders at Goldman Sachs, the woman
responsible for his tarnished reputation, Ashley
Dupre, was not mentioned.

Boston College has been ranked in the top ten

Elizabeth Kensinger, an associate professor in the
psychology department, was recently named the
2009 recipient of the Springer Early Achievement
Award in Research on Development and Aging.
Kensinger has contributed to this particular realm
of science through her research on cognitive and
affectiveneuroscience. In particular, she has studied
the effect of emotion on memory, such as cognitive and neural mechanisms that contribute to or
dictate memory's vividness and accuracy and how
these mechanisms respond to age. To fund the continuation of her research, Kensinger has received
supportfrom theNational Science Foundation, the
American Federation for Aging Research and the
Dana Foundation.

among medium-sized institutions contributing graduating seniors to the 2009 Teach for
America corps. BC graduates going into Teach
for America will be placed in urban and rural
public schools in low-income areas across the
nation. The program, whose admission statistics are generally quite selective, was even
more so this year with approximately 35,000
individuals applying to join and 4,100 accepted.
On average, 5 percent of seniors from colleges
and universities across the United States vied
for admission including 8 percent of all BC
seniors and 11 percent of seniors from Ivy
League institutions.
-
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Blood drives see fewer participants, likely due to economy

The Heights
Boston College McElroy 113
140 Commonwealth Ave.
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467
-

JACKSONVILLE, Ha. (AP)
Before the recession
hit, Jacksonville'sblood bank would pull its buses up
to the Anheuser-Busch brewery and pump 300 units
ofblood from employees. Then came buyouts, retirements and layoffs.During the company's last drive,the
Blood Alliance only collected about45 units. Which is
why, on a recent day, the organization's bloodmobile
was parked in a driving rainstorm outside a small law
firm. With the smell of latex gloves in the air, donors
read the paper and listened to soft rock on the radio
as workers pricked their arms with needles. "We have
to dosmaller blood drives," explained John Helgren, a
spokesman for the Blood Alliance. "We have to work
harder to get blood these days."
?
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Study: students prone to stress

of the Holy Spirit

By Ana Lopez
Asst. News Editor

Thursday

Time: 12 p.m.
Location: O'Neill Plaza
University President Rev. William P. Leahy,
SJ, will preside at a Mass of the Holy Spirit
for the BC community Thursday.

2

3

According to a study by the College
Student Journal, "college students, especially freshmen, are a group particularly
prone to stress due to the transitional
nature of college life." As the detriments
to a person's physical and mental health
...

First Year Convocation
Thursday

Time: 7 p.m.
: Location: Conte Forum
First year students are welcomed into the BC
oornmuniiy. This year'skeynote speakeris Ann
Patchett author ofthe book Run.

, ,

East Meets West

According to AUyssa Harris, a professor in the Connell School of Nursing,
the wear on their physical and mental

John McCormack Exhibit
Ongoing
Time: 9 a.m. 5 p.m. everyday
Location: Burns Library
-

An exhibit of artifacts commemorating the
125th anniversary of the birth of Irish tenor
John McCormack.

5

from exposure to copious amounts of
stress have been made apparent, many
students are striving to find healthy,
reasonable methods to manage their
stress levels. In their mission to combat
this inevitable onslaught of stresses that
plagues the college set, some have turned
to trends such as yoga and meditative
retreats.

Friday

Time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: Robsham Theater
Two Jesuit choreographers offera night of dance
featuring theworks of dancer Rev. Saju George,
SJ. and musician Robert VerEecke, SJ.
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Becker Collection Exhibit
Ongoing

Time: 11 a.m. everyday
Location: McMullen Museum of Art
Approximately 650 hitherto unexhibited and
undocumented drawings by Joseph Becker
and his colleagues.

wellbeing that students who look to
combat stress are preventing is immense
and will ultimately afford them with a
much healthier, happierexistence. "High
levels of stress affect a person's wellbeing.
We see many older people with heart
disease, hypertension, sleeplessness, and
an inabilityto concentrate,"' Harris said.
"These people tend to ruminate, andtheir
minds never rest."
Harris also said that, over the course
of time, adopting a positive mindset
and ability to adapt to new situations
can prove quite helpful for students. "An
unstressed lifestyle allows people the
freedom to be able to concentrate on
themselvesand lead a less diseased life, as
people who are always stressed tend to be
sick more often," she said. "College can be
a liberatingexperience, and a person that
can take it all in and adapt will be fine."

Alcohol and drug use, Harris said,
often serve as poor alternatives to battle
stress, especially amongst younger generations, particularly for their calming
effects. "Stressed people are always up
and looking for things to calm them
down," she said.
A major contributing factor to the
magnitude of stress faced by today's
students as opposed to the average college student 20 or 30 years ago is their
constant exposure to and dependence
upon electronic devices.
Harris said that themodern student's
dependence on electronic devices is hot
only stress-producing but can be damaging to their development in the realm
of social interaction, as well. "By being
constantly connected, students never
have « chance to be 'off,'" Harris said.
"They need time to reflect and with all of
these electronics, students never get time
for their own piece of mind."
Contrastingly though, Harris said,
these same electronic devices have the
ability to reduce stress in students. "We
see students walking around with earbuds
and aniPod, and for them, that's a way of
escaping the clutter in their minds," she
said. "Playing soothing, mindless music
can be relaxing and is different from
high-packed music, which never 1 gives you
a chance to rest."
To counter the stress-related effects
felt heavily by the "Facebook generation,"
a slew ofretreats have emerged thatliterally force participants to unplug for the
weekend and focus upon self-reflection
and life stripped ofinterferences. A few
of these retreats, such as one sponsored
by the Insight Meditation Society, a Buddhist nonprofit, and another offered by

Cambridge Insight Meditation Center, a
nonresidential nonprofit, seek to combat
the media overload felt by young adults
and therefore are limited exclusively to
persons in their late teens to early 30's.
The effects that these retreats can
have on a person's physical and, specifically, brain health, was investigated
by Sara Lazar, a neuroscientist at the
Massachusetts General Hospital who
conducts meditation research. Lazar
recently completed a research study
that followed 30 adults ages 18 and up
before and after an eight-week meditative program, closely monitoring their
brain function. Her reports revealed that
the amygalda a portion of the brain
responsible for response to fear, anger,
and stress in animals - became smaller
with meditation.
\u25a0Mara Sullivan, CSOM '12, is a regular
participant in yoga classes offered at
the Plex and has found that her personal practice of
served as an
enhancing experience in her life both
for her mental and physical health. "Last
year I went in the mornings, and that
definitely got me up and running to open
the day," she said. "At night, it definitely
serves as more of a stress reliever and as
a time when I don't have to think about
classes."
Harris also spoke to the benefits of
trends such as yoga and retreat settings.
"There are lots of studies that yoga and
meditation work really well for people,
but you must be the type ofperson that
can let go and then that situation will
help you rest," she said. "But a method
doesn't necessarily have to be scientifically backed up to work only you know
what is going to work for you." \u25a0
-

-
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"If you were forced to sing one song in public,
which song would you sing?"

-

-

Hospital.
9:57 a.m.
A report was filed regarding a BC
student who reported that he has been receiving
harassing telephone calls. A detective is inves-

News Tips
Have a news tip or a good idea for
a story? Call Matthew DeLuca,
News Editor, at (617) 552-0172, or

e-mail news@bcheights.com. For
future events, e-mail, fax, or mail
a detailed description of the event
and contact information to the
News Desk.
Sports Scores

Want to report the results of a
game? Call David Amstutz, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail
sports@bcheights.com.
Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and off campus including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. CallZachary Jason, arts and review editor, at
(617) 552-0515, or e-mail review®
bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.
-

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you
believe we have made a reporting
error, have information that requires a clarification or correction,
or questions about The Heights
standards and practices, you may
contact Alexi Chi, editor-in-chief,
at (617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor®
bcheights.com.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Voices from the Dustbowl

9:51 a.m. A report was filed regarding an officer
who provided medical assistance to a BC student
at the Merkert Chemistry Center who was feeling
faint. The student was taken to St. Elizabeth's

EDITORIAL RESOURCES

-

Police Blotter
Thursday, Sept. 10

Business and Operations
General Manager (617) 552-0169
Advertising (617) 552-2220
Business and Circulation
(617) 552-0547
Classifieds and Collections
(617) 552-0364
Fax (617) 552-1753

4:22 p.m.
A report was filed regarding a
larceny. The party is a student who reported
that some currency was missing from his room.
A detective is investigating.
-

4:31 p.m. - A report was filed regarding a lost
parking transponder. The party was referred to
student services for a replacement.

'"Hit Me Baby One Mbre
Time' by Britney Spears."
?Juliet Campana,

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Kyle Pochini, general manager at (617) 552-0547.

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most
effective ways to reach the BC
community. To submit a classified, display, or online advertisement, call our advertising office at
(617) 552-2220 Monday through
Friday.

-

tigating.

6:07 p.m. A report was filed regarding a lost
parking^transponder. The party was referred to
student services for a replacement.

10:20 a.m. - A report was filed regarding a fire
alarm activation in 110 St. Thomas More Rd. The
cause of the alarm was burnt cooking.

9:07 a.m.
A report was filed regarding a fire
alarm activation in the O'Connell House. The
alarm was a result of burnt cooking.

11:56 a.m. A report was filed regarding an officer
who provided medical assitance to a student in 21
Campanella Way who almost lost consciousness.
The student was transported by ambulance to St.
-

Elizabeth's Hospital.
1:10 p.m.

A report was

filed regarding a lost
parking transponder. The party was directed to
student services for a replacement.
-

-

The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic year by

-

Friday, Sept. 11

(c)

"'Gone' by Jack Johnson."
Vinicius Diniz,
CSOM '13
?

1:44 a.m. - A report was filed regarding an
underage intoxicated student. The student was
transported to St. Elizabeth's Hospital in an
ambulance.
1:24 a.m. A report was filed regarding a physical
altercation that took place between several BC
students in Ignacio Hall.
-

1:38 p.m.
A report was filed regarding found
property in Corcoran Commons.
-

?

Source: The Boston College
Police Department

The Heights, Inc.
2009. All rights reserved.

"'ltespect' by ArethaFranklin."
?Delaney Bran 11,
A&S '13

"Work out Plan' byKanye
West"
?Caroline Barclay,
A&S 13

CORRECTIONS
Please send
corrections to editor®
bcheights.com
with 'correction'
in the subject line.
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CSOM stresses ethics for business students
By

Sue Byun

Heights Contributor
This year, the Carroll School
of Management is implementing a new comprehensive ethics course called Portico as
a requirement for business
students. This fall marks the
first ever semester that Portico,
whose implementation has been
an ongoing project for the past
four years, is part of Boston

College's undergraduate management curriculum. All incoming freshmen are required to
take the three-credit course.
Until now, CSOM has required a one-credit ethics
course. Portico, though, offers more department-specific
courses, such as marketing and
globalization ethics. Richard Keeley, associate dean of
CSOM and chair ofthe Winston
Center for Leadership and Ethics, said that the concept of
the Portico program has been
in development for some time.
"There was always a sense of
wanting to do more but not
enough resources," he said.
"Now we really have got some
momentum."
Dean of CSOMAndrew
Boynton said he believes BC's
service culture to have had an
effect on the new ethics program. "The culture of BC had
something to do with this,"
Boynton said. "I feel strongly
that what students get here in
management education should
be very different in nature than
the vast majority of other undergraduatebusiness programs.
Portico reflects that."
Richard E. Sorensen, dean of
VirginiaPolytechnic Institute's
Pamplin School of Business and
chair of the Committee on Issues in Management Education
of the Association to Advance
Collegiate Schools of Business
(AACSB), said that the development of ethics programs such
as Portico is growing across the
country. Some religious schools
have had an ethical focus for
years, he said, while some programs are new.

Sorensen said he believes
ethics to be one of the critical
areas of business education.
"Breaches of ethics have been
the most serious problem. If a
person doesn't have a reputation for ethical leadership, they
will fail at what they are doing,"
he said.
Boynton said that he also
believes that ethics education
has an important role in business education. "Ethical leadership and decision making has
to take a more central role in
education and formation of the
students," Boynton said.
"Rather than teach students
just the techniques of business,
we also want to teach them how
to think well," he said. "Increasingly more information is
available, the world is moving
faster, and it's not an easy place
to succed. At the heart ofit you
have to learn how to learn and
how to think," Boynton said.
He said Portico isn't just
"superficial ethics," but that it's
about getting back to the roots
of ethical thinking and reasoning. "We can't teach students
what to do, but we can give
them a background in Kant,
Aristotle, in how to ask questions when facing a dilemma,"
Boynton said.
Boynton said that the main
goal of the course is not only
to teach students ethics, but to
give them a sense of current issues and how business interacts
in the world, to step back and
see the big picture, before they
go on to their respective concentrations. He said he hopes
the course will help CSOM
freshmen become much more
discerning in what they choose
to do, and also instill in them
an interest in the liberal arts.
"We are trying to give them a
sense of perspective," he said.
Keeley said that although
people will inevitably perceive
different events and issues differently, Portico tries to teach
students to sift things out, ask
the right questions, and have
theright analytical framework,
to be able to "think systemati-

CSOM has implemented the Portico program, an entry-level course for all freshmen in the school, replacing a once mandatory one-creditethics course.
cally about ethics."
"An important part of the
course is to really understand
how business works," Keeley
said. That way, students will
have what Keeley refers to as
moral courage, and the "knowhow to speak up when you know
fraud is happening under your
very eyes." He said that people
like Harry Ma'rkopolos, the
Madoff whistleblower and BC
'97, are examples of that.
Boynton said that he hopes
to expand elements of the Portico program over time so that
it becomes a thread that runs
through all four of a students
years in CSOM. "Will it go
perfectly, who knows? We are
going to have to take three
steps forward and one back,but
we are going to stay with it and
grow it," he said.
The new initiative from

CSOM is one of a number of
events aimed at promoting ethics at the school. BC recently
became a member ofPrinciples
and Resources of Management
Education (PRME), a voluntary
engagement platform for business schools and managementrelated academic institutions.
According to the organization's
Web site, any institution that
is willing to systematically

integrate business ethics into

their curriculum is welcome to
join the initiative.

"We joined and signed up
around last year, when Sandra
Waddock, [a professor in the
operations, information and
strategic marketing department] and global leader on social responsibility and ethical
management, brought it to my
attention. It seemed like a good
idea because the organization's

principles reflected who we are
and how we behave," Boynton
said.
Keeley said he believes the
University's new focus on ethics is beneficial, especially in
this age. "It doesn't hurt that
people are giving the issue
more attention with Madoff,
Enron, Tyco you name it. The
business environment today
is filled with much pressure,
which may be connected to
globalization, but it has always
been difficultfor human beings
to do the right thing," he said.
"It's hard enough to know the
right thing, to doit is even more
difficult."
For this reason, Keeley directs programs within the Winston Center to bring in speakers
and leaders who demonstrate
what it means to "lead in an
ethical fashion in contempo-

-

Last year, the
Winston Center invited Cynthia Cooper, the WorldCom
whistleblower who exposed a
$3.8 billiion accounting fraud
at the company.
"That's the kind of moral
realism we want to put in front
of students. When we bring in
someone like that, it makes
a difference to the students,"
Keeley said.
He said that one advantage
gained by students who choose
to study at CSOM is what he
calls the "rub-off effect" ofBC.
"It's not unusual for CSOM
people to turn their attention to other issues like Haley
House," he said.
Keeley said that ethics isn't
relegated to just business, and
that all students should be exposed to "doing the right thing
when no one is looking." \u25a0
rary society."

Safety concerns bring concert to abrupt end
Akon, from Al
agent had talked to Akonabout
appropriate behavior for the
concert, as well as safety concerns, well in advance. "There
was a discussion with Akon
with our booking agent about

what could and what could not
?happen," D'Ambra said. The
presence of so many students
on the floor at one time, he said,
would have been discouraged as
a violation of safety standards.
About IS minutes before the
end of the concert, the lights in
the arena were turned on. "We
brought the lights up as a security precaution," Keegan said.
Concert organizers and security personnel were concerned
with getting students out with
as little incident as possible,
D'Ambra said.
Almost as soon as the concert ended, rumors began to
circulate among students that
Akon's mic had been pulled and
thathe hadbeen forced offstage
before the intended end of his
set, either due to safety concerns, his stage performance,
or any large number of student
injuries resulting from the crush
ofspectators down to the floor.
D'Ambra and Keegan said that,
after they had assessed the
situation, they observed that
the crowd seemed well behaved
and that there did not seem to
be any injuries resulting from
the rush.
They said that Team Ops
and the BCPD took the event in
stride as well. "The police were

surprisingly calm," Keegan said.
"They do have experience with
situations like this." She cited
last year'sfootball game against

Virginia Tech and basketball
game against Duke when fans
rushed the court at the end of
the game. However, they both
agreed that at the point when
students began to rush the floor,
there was little security personnel could do to stem the tide.
D'Ambra and Keegan said
that they did their research before selecting Akon to perform.
D'Ambra said that they watched
video of his live performances
and talked to representatives
at colleges where he had performed previously to prepare for
Friday's event.
"We were conscious of Akon
being an energetic performer,"
D'Ambra said. "But it was the
artist, it wasn't us." Akon had
been made aware of safety protocol, he said, and knew that
he should not incite any crowd
reaction that might create a
dangerous situation or violate
safety regulations.
D'Ambra and Keegan said
that Akon's mic was not pulled
prematurely, and that he had
reached the end of the set, which
he indicated with the prearranged signal of throwing water
from a water bottle out on the
front several rows of concertgoers. "What happened from my
understanding, in terms of the
set list, was that he was at the
end ofthe show," Dea said. "The
reason the plug was pulled wasbecause he was at the end ofthe

to

Want

show and because of the fire and
safety threat. In the heat of the
moment theimmediate concern
was the safety of the students."
Dea said that Mark Miceli,
assistant dean of student programs and advisor to the UGBC,
made the decision to end Akon's
set. "It was our advising dean
Mark Miceli, with consultation
with the fire marshal on hand as
well as BCPD and Team Ops."
Miceli said that the decision to
turn off Akon's mic at the end of
the show was a symbolic one, as
the performer had signaled with
his water bottle that the show
was coming to a close. However,
the mic was shut off out of a
concern for student safety and
to expedite .the exit of the approximately 4,800 students on
the floor. Miceli said that Akon
was not removed from the stage
sooner out of a concern that
ending the performance prematurely might incite the crowd.
Miceli said that Akon was
allowed to stay on because of
the relatively controlled nature
of the crowd on the floor. "I was
kind of surprised by that, and
as happy as I could be that it
didn't turn into a mosh pit or
anything," he said. "He played
at least two or three songs with
the crowd on the floor."
Dea said that he was not
aware of any injuries related
to the rush to the floor.' Miceli confirmed that any injuries
would have been brought to his
attention had they occurred,
but that he had not been told
of any. \u25a0

Akon shared the stage with opening act Mario, best known for his coverof Biz Markie's hit single "Just a Friend."

Smaller donations have impact
Neenan, from Al
for aid."
In order to reach the alumni
and notify them of the Neenan
Challenge, the advancement office used a database consisting
of 100,000 alumni undergraduates. The database contained
e-mail addresses for approximately 60 percent of the alumni,
and the office utilized e-mail for
communication and promotion
of the donations needed. For
additional publicizing efforts,

the Neenan Challenge displayed
messages on billboards in Con'
te Forum at home basketball
games.

The success of the challenge
stemmed not only from the large
amounts that alumni gave, but
also from the smaller donations.
Neenan and Eynon and the
many other coordinators ofthe
effort stressed the importance
and value of even the smallest
donations. In late March, Dr.
Michael J. Naughton, chairman of the physics department,

discussed the significance of
nano-giving. Nauhton vouched
for the nano gift of $8.63, which
signifies the founding date of
BC.
These small donations, in
combination with the myriad
of small donations from other
donors, lead up to a remarkable impact. Donations of
all amounts were welcomed
and each played a vital role
in reaching the goal number
of undergraduate alumni donors.

\u25a0
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BC high among colleges
for poor class relations
something to be addressed, class
issues at BC are prevalent and
many times go unnoticed. "It's
When asked what he viewed
just something that not a lot of
to be the root ofthe lack of racial
people want to talkabout, whethinteraction, Chen said that some
er people have a lot of money or
AHANA students find an easilynot," Edwards said.
accessible community within thenClass interaction may be a
own cultural groups freshman
hushed topic, but is nevertheyear, which can deter interaction.
less one that has a large effect
"When I came to BC, it was hard
on student life, Edwards said.
to make friends. But the CSA of"How much money you have can
fered me an opportunity to meet
determine your rooming situapeople and learn more about my
tion, ifand where you are going to
culture. It was familiar to me,"
events on campus, and what you
he said.
are doing with your time. Some
Chen said that althoughmany
people cannot come to our events
cultural clubs affiliated with the
because they can't afford it," he
Caucus host events, many are
said. "It's a big issue."
attended only by members of the
Working to address such ishosting club, stifling inter-racial
interaction.;"lt's definitely somesues on campus, the ALC has
made dialogue on race at BC
thing that we're trying to address
a high priority this year as it
here at the Caucus," he said.
Students distributed condoms and sexual health-relatedmaterials on the sidewalk alongCollege Road on Friday.
celebrates'the 30th anniversary
Events such as the ALC Showacronym
of the AHANA
at BC.
down havehad large and racially
"This year, we're celebrating the
diverse audiences, Chen said.
anniversary, as well as Hispanic
"Some events do attract some
more diverse crowds, and that's
Heritage Month in September
and we're gd'- By Matthew DeLuca
what we want to see," he said.
until October
doms on campus," he said. Some how the UGBC can best work
ing to try to bring some of these News Editor
freshmen expressedan interest in with the University to improve
Chen also stressed the imissues to light," Edwards said.
portance of letting the student
becoming more involved in sexual the conditions of sexual health
"It's definitely something we're
Late last semester, Boston health activism on campus, and among the student body. "We
community know that almost all
focused on." \u25a0
cultural groups are open to stuCollege Students for Sexual Jelinek said that some of them will be able to get a range ofwhat
Health (SSH) began distributwere surprised to find that the people are suggesting we should
ing condoms and educational kind of services SSH is working do," he said.
materials on sexual health by the for were not available on campus.
The results of the vote on
the sexual health referendum
College Road crosswalk between, "We're looking forward to workMcElroy and Roncalli Hall. "On ing with the freshman class," he effectively made it the official
Friday we were working with a lot said.
position of the UGBC, and comof volunteers to hand out conConfrontational interactions mitted them to working to addoms and resources to freshmen," with students were few, Jelinek dress the concerns expressedby
said Scott Jelinek, SSH member said. "Mostly peoplewere thankthe student body. "UGBC is now
ing us for providing this reand A&S '10.
required and mandated to work
lb join The Heights news team,
Students distributing consource, apart from few negative
on this issue," Jelinek said.
contact
at news@bdieigiUs.oom.
doms and leaflets last year in the responses," he said. Students
Jelinek said that he and orsame location found themselves speak to their friends at other ganizer Alicia Johnson, SSH
confronted by a Boston College schools, including some Jesuit
member and A&S '11, had rePolice Department (BCPD) offiuniversities, he said, and wonder ceived a grant from Advocates
why similar resources are not for Youth, an organization dedicer who told them that they could
not continue their activities on
available at BC.
cated to providing students with
the property, which he main-,
SSH came about in response to materials to make "informed
tained belonged to the University. a referendum on last year's UGBC and responsible decisions about
The students, who argued that ballot, in which 89.47 percent of their reproductive and sexual
student voters expresseda desire health," according to their Web
they were distributing the materials on public property, went for the University to take a more site. The grant will help provide
to Newton officials and found
proactive stance in addressing isthem with training opportunities,
the documents they needed to sues of sexual health. Jelinek said resources, and financial support.
support their right to distribute that students have been working Jelinek and Johnson traveled to
their materials along the public with Vice President for Student Washington, D.C. to participate
sidewalk. Jelinek said that the Affairs Patrick Rombalski, who in a conference of other students
volunteers who distributed conbrought in a medical consulting who work on their respective
doms on Friday were supplied firm that met with students and campuses to draw attention to
with the documents they would asked them how health services issues of sexual health.
need if their rights were chalcould be improved in regard to
Jelinek said that, though they
lenged. "We made sure that all sexual health.
sometimes meet resistance, there
The, Undergraduate Governofour volunteers knew their legal
is no reason that there cannot
rights," he said.
ment of BC (UGBC) formed a be productive discussions about
Jelinek said that the response Select Committee on Sexual these issues on BC's campus.
from students, especially freshHealth in response to the ref"We go to a Catholic university,
men, was very positive. "One of erendum, of which Jelinek was but this shouldn't be something
the things we wanted to do was appointed head. The committee that we're afraid to talk about,"
normalize the presence of conwill work to produce a report on he said. \u25a0
dents of any race or background.
"If we communicate that idea to
freshmen, they will be more likely
to come out to events," he said.
While spreading that message is a
goal of the Caucus this year, there
is still a lot to be done on the publicity front, he said. "The publicity
for this is probably not as great as
it should be yet," he said.
Earl Edwards, co-president of
the AHANA Leadership Council
(ALC) and A&S '10, said that he
also identifies lack of racial interaction as an issue on campus,
one that he has set his sights on
addressing this year. "In terms of
my experience it's not surprising,"
he said. "As a student of color, it's
very noticeable."
Edwards said that as president of the ALC, he has seen a
lack of diverse involvement in
on-campus dialogue regarding
social and political issues. "It's
hard to get a diverse group of
students together on campus,"
he said. Edwards said that there
has been a lack of participation
in many discussions concerning
inner-city development, social
justice, and race.
While race on campus is-

Ranking, from Al

Sexual health still concerns students
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Off campus made livable

IH Dismissed!

Off Campus, from Al
still very much a part of BC. Al
Dea, president of the UGBC and
CSOM '10, said that the UGBC
has taken numerous initiatives
both this year and in the past
to make off campus students
feel connected to campus. "We
collaborated with ODSD to host
the Taste ofOff Campus so that
students could get to both see
the great food that is available
in the area and to meet their
neighbors," he said. "Other off-

Hey Students!

\u25a0 Study and SAVE

campus events we have hosted in
the past were a pumpkin carving
contest and a Christmas lighting contest, along with others."
Regarding move-in week, Dea
said, "We provided move- in

bags with

a folder of valuable
information for some of the off
campus students. We are also
working with Judy Robinson
[assistant dean for student development] to educate students
of the steps to take before moving off-campus."
While students in the pro-

cess of looking for a place off
campus or already living off

campus may think that it is
more trouble than it is worth,
Carrabba offered insight garnered from her 38 years of
experience at ResLife working
with off-campus students. "Its
good to have a year of off-campus living for students because
when they leave college and
have to find an apartment, often
on their own, they know what
they are doing and what sort of
things to look for," she said. \u25a0

HEIGHTS PHOTO
Calling all experienced photographers!
Ihe Heights Photo Department
is looking for staff.

Shoot campus events:
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Ifinterested come to mandatory
meeting in the Eagle's Nest on

Thursday 9/17
7:oopm

Questions: givler(3)bc.edu

The

Reliable person to help with supper
and clean up. Six evenings 5:306:30, $10/hour. Eight minute walk
from Boston College Main Campus.
Contact myersh@bc.edu.

Spring Break 2010. Sell Trips, Earn
Cash and Go Free. Call for Group

Heights

ACROSS
1 Places for
chickens
6 Teapotfeature
11 Roman 901
14 Comics orphan
15Skier's jacket
16Youthful fellow
17 London art
museum, as it
was formerly
known
19SomeMITgrads
20 Extreme degrees
21 LPGA teen
phenom Michelle
22 Tibet's capital
24" you ready for
this?"
25 Its seat is

Want to place a classifed?
It's free for BC students! If

Discounts. Best Prices Guaranteed!
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida. 800-648-4849
or www.ststravel.com
Happy Birthday, Jackie! Love, The

interested, e-mail mellis322@

gmail.com
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Q.?°
31 Pointy-eared
"Star Trek" guy
33 Cookie holder
34 Small jazzcombo
35 It shows a book's
name, author,
publisher, etc.
39 Parts of the
Rockies: Abbr.
42 Boiling
43 Kitchen allure
47 Norse mariner
Leif
49 AT&T competitor
51 King, in France
52 Photographic
memory
54 Prickly chestnut
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55

Doo'ne"
56 Paul Bunyan's
tool
57 Piece of sausage
58 Stock mkt. debut

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row there are 9 slots,
some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to 9. You must
follow these rules:
\u25a0 Number can appear only once in each row
\u25a0 Number can appear only once in each column
\u25a0 Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
? The number should appear only once on row, column or area.
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DOWN
1 Short snoozes
2Traveling away
f rom home
3 Very busy
4 Pumpkin
desserts
5 part of a line:
Abbr
6 Bowlers
challenges
7 Opposite of neo8 Source of iron
9 Kiev is its cap.
10 "Fire and Rain"
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11 Vacuum
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13 "Sounds about
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48Poli
candidate
39 Insurance
lineups
49 Adages
company with
Snoopy on its
50 First symbol on a '
blimP
musical staff
40 State cop
53 Supply party
41
oxide:
food for
laughing gas
57 Pale-green moth
44 Circled the earth 60 ET's vehicle
45 Canadian cop
61 One-man show
46 Smooch that even
about Capote
misses the cheek 62 Use oars
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Firtd out how you can Help.
call i.800.899.0089 or visit
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"Before giving, I always look
for the Humane Seal."
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23 Big game tracker
64ActorZimbalistJr. 25 torch: patio
65"_ the loneliest
IHht
number": old
26 Twice-monthly
song lyric
tide
66 Ambulance
27 Irene of "Fame"
destinations, for
32 Radiologist's
short
procedure, briefly
67 Goes bad, as
33 Fast plane
milk
36 Norse thunder
68 Strolls in shallow
god
water
37 'The
Ranger"
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guarantees that a health charity funds
vital patient services or life-saving
medical research, but never animal experiments.
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Council on Humane Giving

www.HumaneSeal.org
Washington, D.C. 202-686-2210, ext. 335
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EDITORIALS

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Beware the barrenness of a busy life."

Experiencing diversity
necessitates action

?

Socrates

THE ISSUE: BC ranks low in race and class interactions
WHAT WE THINK: The onus of integration is on students
Consider this question: Do students
of different backgrounds interact frequently and easilyon Boston College's
campus?
This is what the Princeton Review
asked before it ranked BC 17th in a
list that compiled universities with the
least class and race interaction in the
country. The rankings were determined
by a survey given to approximately325
students at each of the 371 schools
included in the survey.
In fact, prospective students across
the country worry over BC's notorious
deserved 'or not reputation for
homogeneity, while current students
joke that the Dustbowl on a sunny day
could be an image straight from a J.
Crew catalogue.
While there is some truth in this
unfortunate caricature, it glosses over
the diversity that does exist on this
campus. Critics wouldbe remiss if they
failed to recognize that BC attracts
students from all states and numerous countries around the globe, a feat
that led students to coin the nationally
recognized acronym AHANA over 30
-

-

years ago.
Yet, year

after year, this school
seems to congeal into self-segregated
groupings, a phenomenon that heightens the stereotype of monoculture.
This is extremely unfortunate, especially when one considers the lengths
to which the University goes to promote its diversity.
' Take the freshman orientation program run by the Office of First Year
Experience. Orientation leaders are
instructed to perform skits and foster
discussions about race, gender, sexuality, and diversity. During this time,
complete strangers are asked to flesh
out their own insecurities and ques-

tions on these topics. For one week,
these incoming freshmen are willingly
having these dialogues (partlybecause
of their natural vulnerability and
partly because they are at the mercy
of the orientation program) and are
prepared to enter university with an
open mind.
However, once the academic term
begins and the crush of schoolwork
hits, the instability of college life becomes uncomfortably apparent. At this
point, there is a natural inclination
among freshmen to grasp wildly for
some patch of stable ground their
social circle. With this in their minds,
freshmen attendstudent activities day
and are greetedwith tablesfrom every
imaginable cultural niche. They put
their names down, and this is where
the diversity discussions birthed at
orientation die.
This is an all too familiar pattern
undertaken by previous classes at BC;
at least, enough of a pattern to land
the school at no. 17 on the Princeton
Review list. Therefore, we imploreevery
student at this university, especially
freshmen, to do their part in reversing
the trend.
The problem isn't that students
maintain a comfort zone in the form
of their social group. In fact, this is
the bulwark of sanity. However, we are
asking everyone to escape that bubble
from time to time. This means leaning
in. This means being involved with
discussions of race and class that do
happen on this campus. This means
trying to recapture that orientation
-

THE ONLINE BUZZ
Reprinting reader comments from bcheights.com, The Online Buzz draws on the
vibrant online community to contribute to the ongoing discussion.

"Defying the Greatest of Odds," by DaveAmstutz:
David

We much enjoyedreading your column. It was

-

, a good subject.

mentality.

BC will not become a fully integrated environment with these things by
themselves,but it seems to be the only
available path out of the wilderness.

Akon sets the standard by
lowering the bar
THE ISSUE: Popular artist Akon"performs on campus
WHAT WE THINK: Show should lead to reconsideration of values
able to them in any other context.
During the concert, students had
the opportunity to hear Akon's views
on life and love in between songs. He
shared his thoughts on independent
women, the timeless art of seduction,
and the direct relationship between
your love and how often your lover is
in the kitchen.
It really isn't surprising that Akon
holds these views, given the content
of the majority of his songs. What was
surprising, though, was the enthusiastic response from female students in
the audience. Granted, Conte Forum's
acoustics are not conducive to fully
understanding words, and judging by
the mess in the restroom, many ladies
weren't fully cognizant of their surroundings; but we hear these songs all
the time and sing along.
There seems to be a large disparity
between what women will accept in
everyday interaction and what they'll
accept, and pay to see, from many

Grandpa

I'd rather listen to a game called in a language that I
don't understand just to feel the excitement and passion
for the game As far as the U.S. team and Bradley, I'm
sure he's a mightly fine fella but he lacks the "umph" I
want to see as the leader of MY US team.
...

-

Bruce Amstutz

DULCINEA

"BC transportation reveals shuttle GPS," byKelly

Cupo:
Al Dea is wrong he is quoted 'Other systems
only had the option of text display that described
where the buses were at one time. With the [TransLoc] system, we have a constantly up-to-date map of
the buses,' he said. This map is more advantageous
because it makes clear that if a bus is stopped in traffic
or sitting at a stoplight, he said."
The Nextßus system does that and more. It not only
provides a constantly up-to-date map but provides arrival times for each bus stop as well. MIT uses it along
with many other university systems. I use Nextßus at
MIT.
It's a shame the students chose Transloc. I looked
at their Web site, and it looks like something somebody did for their undergrad corripsci project.
BC deserves better.
-

...

The Summer of Soccer. I like that phrase. I've heard it
several times, and I hope we look back on 2009,10 years
from now, and still point to it as the seminal time Soccer
finally mattered here.
The Summer of Soccer it has the same ring to it as
the Summer of Love, the phrase we still use to mark the
Woodstock era. I'm a regular soccer fan and Revs season
ticket holder, but personally, I'll recall this summer as the
time I went to my first woman's game (Breakers), went to
see Galaxy vs Barca in the Rose bowl and leaving a Sox
game droveby the bar on YawkeyWay and actually saw the
Chelsea game through the window of the bar on the TV.
A soccer game on the tv outside Fenway during a Sox
game? Now that's notable and one little part of The Summer of Soccer.
...

J. Stark
Nextbusis better
"Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down:"
"The summer of soccer in America," by Paul Sulzer:
It's so good to read about the US's growing passion
for the sport. Granted, I'm not big on the MLS but
love to watch those battles taking place on the European
and international pitches.
There's just something "missing" with the MLS
announcers doing play-by-play just don't seem to put
-

I loved your description of Gael Monfils. So true. I
followed him on Prince's facebook page (www.facebook.
com/official.prince.tennis) and loved him.
I can't wait to see your next thumbs up thumbs down

blog.
Kim

-

Interested in getting involved with Boston
College's independent student newspaper?

If you have talent with photos, graphics,
editing, layout, writing, or ad sales we are
looking for you!

Come to The Heights information
session on Tuesday, Sept. 15 in
Higgins 300.

musicians.

Many students may be upset bethey think Akon wasn't able to
perform enough on Friday; yet, we feel
that he had already said more than
enough.
cause

?

\u25a0

.

On Friday night, the R&B artist
Akon arrived at Boston College to
the delight of many students. In fact,
around 73 percent of the student body
wanted to see him perform, according
to a survey undertaken by the Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC) over the summer.
However, one can't help but feel
that people were a bit disappointed
(and possibly confused) after leaving
the show.
Many students listen to artists like
Akon during parties or while intoxicated because their music consists of
specific rhythms and beats. Yet, when
one considersthe lyrics of these manufactured songs in somethingother than
a party setting, like in the seats of
Conte Forum, where grooving is strictly
hindered, the message can actually be
analyzed.
Before the house lights came up
and his mic was cut, Akon was able to
complete most ofhis set, including his
popular songs "Smack That," "Sexy
B-," and "I Wanna Love You." He
took the time to dedicate the majority
ofhis songs to the women in the audience, but we feel that some ofhis lyrics
would probably not have been accept-,

the "zing" into it as they do in the Premier league, for
instance.
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OPINIONS

Thumbs

Up

Heritage MonthThroughout the month
of September, BC will
be celebrating Hispanic
heritage with various events
and activities. Interest is
certain to be piqued by a
scintillating discussion of
"Latino sexuality" on Sept.
24. TU/TD doesn't know
exactly what this will entail,
but it will most likely be en
fuego.

Mad Men No other show
of the last decade has
done more to inflame male
passions or promote chainsmoking, day-drinking, or
panty-raiding. Kudos to
Matt Weiner and the other
creators of AMC's Mad Men
for their fine directing and
insightful scripts, we raise
an Old Fashioned to your
health.
-

Address to students Last
week, President Obama
addressedthe nation's
students. He stressed the
supreme importance of hard
work, self-mastery, and focus
on studies. Unfortunately,
Obama's message was lost
on the youth because he
didn't use a PowerPoint
presentation and went way
over the 140 character limit.
-

Friday Activities Despite
the nagging rain, Friday's
display was a great success
for the sugar industry.
Students of all ages walked
through the bazaar of tables,
picking up their favorite
Skittles and debating the
merits of Mr. Goodbar. In
-

the future, the school should
host something like this for
groups and clubs on campus
hoping to increase their
membership.

Thumbs Down

Akon

Never forget, until it is
inconvenient

Charles Mangiardi
In the days following Sept. 11, Americans heard a myriad ofinspirational
speeches, promising victory over Al Qaeda, rebuilding at home, and never-ending respect and reverence for the fallen
heroes and victims of the day. Eight
years later, those speeches ring hollow.
We are losing the war,
The World Trade Center site remains a monument to murderous, not
constructive, ambition. The National
Sept. 11 Memorial and Museum probably
will not be finished in time for the 10th
anniversary, as originally projected. The
beautiful new subway station is nowhere
in sight. Of all the towers ringing the
complex, only one has been completed;
some have not even broken ground. The
centerpiece of the rebuilding effort,
One World Trade Center, stands barely
more than 100 feet above street level,
a hollow frame whose biggest progress
to date has been its name change, from
The Freedom Tower to a street address.
The Port Authority of New York and New
Jersey tells us to expect its eomple on
in 2013, but it's tough to take them seriously when one realizes that there is still
more than 1,600 feet to go, three years
after construction got under way. Hell,
it has been eight years and the Deutsche
Bank Building, mortally damaged in the
attacks, still stands tall across the street,
its deconstruction and demolition a
slow, backward process that has already
cost lives. There is talk that the entire
site might not be completed by the end
of the next decade, and rumors abound
that the project might not be completed
because of cost. The country seems to
have lost interest in the rebuilding effort.
A similar story is unfolding in
Afghanistan, w''ere NATO's military
operations are now opposed by most
Americans. Increasingly, I read, see,
and hear that Afghanistan is the next
Vietnam; that it's immoral, that it's an
exercise in empire building, or that it
isn't worth the effort.
I am no war hawk or conserva five;
I marched against the invasion of Iraq
as a high school freshman and again to
protest our occupation of that nation
in 2005.1 once squeezed in a protest
march at the 2004 Republican Convention before rushing back home for
football practice. But when faced with
the increasing doubt and criticism surrounding our efforts in Afghanistan, I am
flabbergasted.

unfortunate foray into folk /
screamo fusion.

First Down Whoever
decided t. at it would be a
good idea to yell "Eagles!
First Down" after every
Eagles first down should
be publicly shunned. The
declaration has lukewarm
support as it is, and
the whole statement is
tremendously redundant.
It would be far more
impressive to start a powerful
rendition of "Eagles on the
Warpath 000 Ahhh!" or fill
the void left after kick'iffs
with something other than
silence.
-

Print only

There are
certain stations around
campus dedicated to the
-

pursuit of printing. They are
called print only stations.
Few things are intended for
a more specific purpose.

Freshmen: remember this the
next time you are staring at
a print only screen and have
an acute hankering to update
your Facebook status or
have an extended Gchat with
your roommate about all the
unwarranted accusations she
made last Saturday night.

Charlie Mangiardi is a Heights staff
columnist. He welcomes comments at
cmangiardi@bcheights.com.

Supplementing your
daily thoughts

Hayley Trahan-Liptak

Why are you reading this article?
You've seen the "Opinions" heading on
the top of the paper and my photo to the
left of this column. This section, you can
plainly see, isn't about news; it's about
what other people think of the news.
Why should you even bother reading it?
Truth is, people have an obsession
with the opinions of others. We are all
familiar with the common questions of
"How does this look on me?" "Who is
the best professor to take for this class?"
"How did you like the food at dinner?"
This constant search for assurance that
a choice was good or advice on what
kind of choice to make leaves us dependent on the viewpoints of others. The
perspectives of other people power our
minds and direct our ways of living.
Every belief you have was generated
by at least one other person's perspective, maybe a parent, a friend, or
someone you heard on the news. Think
of a basic opinion you hold, something
as easy as whether or not the shirt you're
wearing today looks good. Break down
that opinion, and not too far beneath the
surface you'll find the echo of someone
else's thoughts. Maybe someone once
simply commented that your shirt was a
great color or maybe you saw that same
outfit on a mannequin while you were
strolling down Newbury Street. Your
opinion that your shirt looks good
has been directly created by others.
And so it goes. Think Macs are better
than PCs? More than likely you've had
personal experience, but you've probably
also read a few reviews, or heard friends
gripe about their PC viruses. Few, if any,
of your opinions, were yours first. The
trick is, that's OK. The danger is when
you let an opinion become your only
window into an issue.
Opinions are like a little capsule of daily
-

-

vitamins, they seem to have everything you
need in them: a background on the latest
news, the competing viewpoints, and a nice
little argument that ties it all together and
tells you what to think. But it takes more
than vitamins to stay properly nourished.
A little opinion capsule can't provide accurate arguments for different sides; it can't
even display a complete background of the
issue. While a great supplement, you need
to move beyond opinions to learn more
about a given issue, to weigh the merits
of different arguments, and to create your
own thoughts.

If you plan only to take the opinion
pill, don't bother. You will just end up
reciting someone else's ideas, providing someone else a free megaphone into
society. Rely only on the pre-constructed
opinions of others and gradually the
opinions of a community grow more and
more alike.
If opinions are worthless themselves,
what is the point in reading this column
any further?
It is vital to see that people's
perspectives are still important, as a
supplement, nothing more. If you know
what other people are thinking, you are
given an opportunity to reexamine your
own thinking and to adapt it to include
ideas you judge to be beneficial.
What does an opinion article do?
Does it present an idea, much like a
news article? Does it denounce a practice or march up to you and demand you
change your ways? What should constitute an opinion article is, well, your
opinion. Each week, I have the pleasure of sharing with readers whatever
thoughts and perspectives strike me at

the time. At times, I will write something
meant to spark a reader's interest, other
times to raise your awareness or cause
you to question a principal. Sometimes
you will find in my opinions a pondering
question, others an irate demand. Read
them, understand them, then go read
more about them. Here you'll find my
opinion. Now go find yours.

Hayley TYahan-Liptak is a Heights staff
columnist. She welcomes comments at
htrahan-liptak@bcheights.com.

Renewed interest in taking the fall

Sure he disrobed for
everyone; sure he wantonly
played other people's songs
for 30-second clips; sure his
-

rambling was unintelligible;
however, wt n Akon is
lauded 40 years hence
for being the defining
artist if this generation,
ycu can casually tell your
grandchildren that you saw
the legend in person during
the height of his "Love Right
Na Na Na" peri »before his

The similarities with Vietnam are
certainly worth noting: our enemy has
safe haven in a country we cannot follow
theminto, the government we support
is corrupt and unethical, many years
and deaths have yielded little progress,
and we are faced with the overwhelming
challenge of building a nation among
an illiterate population. Far too many
people have died while the powers that
be have decided the appropriate tactics
to take.
But Al Qaeda and the Taliban are
not the Viet Cong or the North Vietnamese. The fact is that Ho Chi Minh
never attacked New York City. Ho Chi
Minh never released videos in which
he laughed with glee over the deaths of
American civilians. The South Vietnamese government so rivaled its Communist
enemies in brutality and oppression
that it was difficult to justify the deaths
of hundreds of thousands ofpeople to
keep it in power. In Afghanistan, though,
with memories of Taliban atrocities still
fresh, a recent BBC poll found that 90
percent of the population is opposed to
its return to power, even after years of
occupation and ineffective government.
These are not misguided ideologues
with promises of social reform that we are
fighting. These are men (and they are almost all men) who stage public executions
in soccer stadiums, who assassinate little
boys on their way to school and who do
the same or worse to aspiring schoolgirls,
whobehead kidnappedjournalists and
aid workers on videotape for the world to
see. These are evil men who prey on fear
and ignorance among an ill-protected
and uneducated population.
Sept. 11 is now an official national
holiday called Patriot Day. We should be
ashamed to call it that. This country's
patriots twice withstood the brunt of the
British Empire and later defeated the
Axis Powers in less than four years. This
country's workers built the Empire State
Building in just 410 days in the midst of
the GreatDepression. Dare we besmirch
those true patriots? Oo we really care
to dishonor the memory of the Sept. 11
dead with a catchy holiday name and
ever-dwindling memorial ceremonies
and slogans of "Never Forget" while
Ground Zero looks mostly the same as it
did seven years ago and we stand ready
to surrender Afghanistan back to Al
Qaeda and the Taliban?
I don't pretend to know the key to
victory. I do know that it takes actual
sacrifice, of not justblood but of lots and
lots of time and money. This country is
now seriously debating whether victory
is worth all of that. For shame.

Bobby Bingle

Iknow that technically summer does
not end until around Sept. 21, but for me,
it has always ended right around Sept. 1,
whenschool started. I then consider it fall.
For most of my life, fall has been my least
favorite seasoi..
Fall used to rer resent many things.
Jt was a force that slowly assaulted the
important final days of August with its
school supply shopping trips, classroom
schedules, and early season practices.
Fall also represented an arrival of cold
that gradually seepedits way into September and grew stronger with each subsequent week; a cold that slowly robbed you
of the ability to wear shorts and took away
outdoor activities. When younger, the
days of trying to grind withRazor scooters
got fewer. The days spent terrorizing pools
just because it was cool to get yelled at by
the indifferent lifeguard started to vanish.
The footballs, horseshoes, and sidewalk
pop art shows slowly move indoors. There

are fewerskirts and summer dresses to be
seen... there are fewer summer dresses to
be seen... there are fewersummer dresses
to be seen.
However, in the past few years, some
of my negative associations with fall have
given wayto a r>ew appreciation of the
season. I now find fall to be one of the
best times of the year. The following feelings I'm going to describe may make you
re-evaluate fall, reiterate things you've
already felt, or just annoy you like most
of my columns and force you to flip to the
crossword. Also, the mere fact that I'm
writing about a season means that there is
bound to be some poetic, literary cliches
and overwrought metaphors. But what the
hell, I'll give it a shot.
Since coming to college, fall has lost its
power over the final days of August. I've
reclaimed them. Part of it is that college is
more exciting toreturn to than high school
or grade school. Not to mention, coming
from the Midwest means that BC's Sept.
7 start date is nearly two weeks later than
what I was used to. Therefore, the dread
associated with school has lost its edge.
Physically, the presence of cold doesn't
bother me as much. It keeps things less
stagnant. I would have no problem living
somewhere where it is constantly sunny
and in the 80s. But as long as I'm here,

FROM HERE TO RESERVOIR

BY SAL CIPRIANO

I've started to view it less as a coming of
the cold and more as an interesting and
discernible change.
The fall has beautiful natural qualities.
There is obvious beauty in the rich colors
of the leaves on trees. However, there is a
certain allure to the tinge of gray in the sky
that develops as the season progresses.
It's there even when the sun is out. There
is something about it thatworks in unison
with the reds, ambers, and browns to form
a comforting antithesis to spring and
summer's lush pastels - told you there
would be cliches.
The new calendar year starts in
January. But for me, the real new year has
always begun at the start of school. With
that in mind, the fall and a whole new
school year bring possibilities. Whether
good or bad there are possibilities nonetheless; possibilities to meet new people;
to meet a girl or a guy who makes you
tangibly feel things arour.d you; possibilities to lose people or friendships close to
you; possibilities to learn something about
yourself that lifts you or that cuts you from
under your knees. Good or bad, it can be
exciting.
The fall has certain days that can be
worthwhile. If you can drop the cynical view of a Celtic harvestritual that
has become massively commercialized,

or a holiday based on a meal of "peace"
surrounded by the slaughter of a native
people and therape of their native lands,
then Halloween and Thanksgiving can be

valuable.
Halloween makes a full circle by the
time college begins. From a young age to
about fifth or sixth grade, Halloween is a
fantastic night filled with the excitement
of trick or treating and the freedom of
being someone else for a night. From
about sixth grade through high school,
the traditions surrounding Halloween
become lame ideas that would work to
sabotage your pointless mission toward
popularity. However, when college comes
around, dressing up becomes fun and
entertaining again. It's OK to participate in the gimmick because everyone
starts doing it again and because there
are copious amounts of alcohol involved.
Also, you can be a "sexy" anything. I
hung out with a "sexy" ladder last year.
Wonderful.
Thanksgiving also makes the fall better, whatever your reason for celebrating.
Maybe you actually celebrate the idea
that Americans and Native Americans got along and everything was fine
because they had one bloodless dinner
together. Or maybe you're religious and
spend it thanking who or whatever you
believe in. Or maybe you're just thankful to still be moving and breathing and
pumping blood. Even if you have nothing
to be thankful for, it can still be a time
to realize that you might need to go out
there and make something for yourself
to be thankful for. Even though reflection or thankfulness associated with the
holiday can be done any day of the week,
sometimes it just helps to be prodded.
Whether you like or dislike fall, it's
here and it has something to offer. I am
personally trying to find value in it and
the changes and possibilities it brings.
Also, I'm hoping to finally see a "sexy"
window pane.
Bobby Single is

a

Heights

staff colum-

nist. He welcomes comments at bbingle@
bcheights.com.
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Tucker Max's movie is probably shown in hell
history, this gem will surely find itself comfortably embedded well within the top 25.

Zak Jason
Arts & Review Editor
By

In certain films the audience can gage
the trajectory, style, and even quality of the
entire movie within the first few frames. In
Terrence Malick's heartbreaking war opus
Red Line,
I HOPE THEY SERVE The Thin
see an alligator
we
HELL
BEER IN
captured with
Bob Gosse
National GeoRudius Films
graphic crispness,
fluidity, and mystique peering out into the
battle-ravaged island of Guadalcanal before
dipping back into the water. In Quinten
Tarantino's self-stamped "masterpiece,"
Inglorious Bastards, we see an expansive,
lush French countryside glow in stillness
like a Turner landscape until a Nazi caravan silently creeps into the frame along a
dirt path. In the film adaptation of Tucker
Max's debacherous memoir J Hope They
Serve Beer in Hell, we see Max's bare body
as he indulges in a love scene with a deaf
girl. Seconds later, the cops barge in and
the deaf girl explainsthat she wasn't being
raped. End scene. When the American Film
Institute ranks the top 100 scenes in film
-

-

When critics chronicle books that should
have remained in their original medium, /
Hope They Serve Beer in Hell will shine as
one of the most elemental and first-taught
examples, just as Marbury v. Madison will
reign as an elemental and first-taught Supreme Covvrt case. Tucker Max has proudly
established himself as king of the tools,
pumping out two uproarious memoirs
Assholes Finish. First and IHope They Serve
Beer in Hell and running one of the most
popular blogs on the Internet. Through his
writing, he has fashioned the smutty side
of the American Dream into literary joy.
College students tod.:} discuss and quote
his work more frequently than almost any
literary figure in history. But as the film
makes abundantly obvious, Tucker Max's
charm and power arises from his readers living vicariously through him as they
read. By converting his drunken stories
into n movie and a slipshod, mish-mash,
crude movie at that the audience loses
its ability to live through Tucker. When
we read him we laugh because he taps into
our own vices; when we watch his movie
-

-

-

-

we only see a shoddy trio of bros jabbing
penis punchline after penis punchline.
I Hope They Serve Beer in Hell stars Matt
Czuchry as Tucker (his first lead role; he has
played a recurring character on everything
from Friday Night Lights to Gilmore Girls),
one of the movie's few respectable actors,
who manages to wear only a white T-shirt
and jeans for the entire movie. At the crux
of the movie, Tucker connives his way into
convincing his two best buds Drew (played
by Jess Bradford of Swimfan fame) and Dan
(played by George Stults ofSeventh Heaven)
to trek to a distant strip club with looserthan-normal strippers for Dan's bachelor
party. Along the journey, they encounter
a midget stripper, a single-parent stripper who stirs chemistry with Drew, and of
course, laxatives.As the trio trots from dive
bar to strip club, the film begins to look like
the creators went into a joke shop to pluck
props and plot lines. Granted, J Hope They
ServeBeer in Hell has its moments ofpure gag
humor: the midget stripper love scene, the
tail-end ofthe laxatives in a hotel lobby. But
when compared to the other bachelor-party
saga this year, The Hangover one of the
most consistently funny and inventive com-

Tucker Max tries (and fails) to cover up his poor sophomoric movie with an energetic cast.
-

'9' mired down in flimsy plot
By Stuart

Pike

Heights Senior Staff

Every so often there comes along an
animated film that wows the imagination,
challenges convention, and stuns the audience into wondrous silence. Director Shane
Acker's 9 is not that film. While its visuals
and designs are undoubtedly impressive,
the writing is as tired as the characters are
uninteresting, and almost nothing about
the concept is original.
9
9 finds the Earth of
Shane Acker
Focus Features the not-too-distant-future bombed, gassed,
and lifeless. Cities lie in ruins, the countryside decays in toxic fumes, and
well, you get the idea. Acker commits
himself fully to a box office-tested formula: mankind creates giant killer robots,
giant killer robots become self-aware,
giant killer robots annihilate mankind,
small nice robots must help mankind.
Acker's gimmick is the "9" referenced
in the title. Before breathing his last
breath, the inventor of the giant killer
robots, known only as The Scientist, creates nine burlap-clothed midget robots.
Each possesses an identifiably human
trait, like narrow-minded pride (No. 1,
...

voiced by Christopher Plummer), strongheaded bravery (No. 7, voiced by Jennifer
Connelly), and fearless leadership (No.
9, voiced by Elijah Wood). Under No. l's
rigid rule, the first eight have existed for
an undetermined amount of time, "living"
bleak existences in an unnamed city's industrial-era remains. We meet young No.
9 in the film's introduction and follow him
as he makes his first tentative but curious
steps into the desolation around him.
Expectedly, upon No. 9's arrival things
go from bad to worse almost instantly. No.
2 (Martin Landau), the wise father figure,
saves the naive young newcomer from the
jaws of "the Beast" a wolf-like compilation of metal instruments and skeletal
bones only to be taken hostage himself.
No. 2's capture provides the catalyst for a
slew of mishandled rescue attempts and
action-packed adventures, in locales ranging from gothic cathedrals, giant Victorian
libraries, and post-industrial factories. All
such sequences are good fun, with whizbang sound effects and stunning visual
designs; as mentioned, I am sure that the
film will garner much praise in the technology department. Animation fans will
also like Acker's obvious deference to the
medium's masterpieces, with clever tributes
-

-

-

-

Title

to such classics as The Nightmare Before
Christmas and Toy Story, among others.

But the quiet story and characterdriven moments, in greater number than
the louder action set pieces, reveal 9 to be
far less great than the sum of its technical
parts. The problem with these tiny robots
able to do most things humans can, both
physically and emotionally is that they
are boring. Most films, especially of this
post-apocalyptic variety, make no bones
about featuring one-dimensional archetypes. Acker, however, seems to want us to
care about the little fellas. Several scenes
imply a degree of emotional investment
that we never come close to reaching.
Also unimpressive is the story's bland
riff on messiah mythology and technology-is-evil metaphors. Some nonsense is
made about souls and the human spirit,
but we never even learn what's at stake
for the characters or their world. Various
Numbers "die" at the hands of evilrobots,
and in turn, we know that No. 9 has to
defeat these same evil robots. Why? Because, dummy, that's what protagonists do.
Comparisons to Pixar needn't even
be made to gauge the mediocrity of 9.
But next to the likes of Wall-E, Acker's
feature film debut never had a chance. C
-

Serve Beer in Hell a virtual impossibility.
Tucker's collection of tales reads as a gritty,
uproarious American saga, while the movie
tepidly slaps together three disjointed tales.
In book format, the seemingly random array
of stories only enhances the experience. In
the film, it merely reveals the ridiculousness
of trying to convert the book to film. D+

edies in film history 1 Hope They ServeBeer
in Hell fallsflat into its own puddle of muck.
Poor timing with other movie releases,
half-assedplotlines, and unoriginal, NattyIce inspired punchlines; J Hope They Serve
Beer in Hell drones through. Ultimately,
however, it's the expansiveness of the book
itself thatmade a film version ofI Hope They

Box Office Report
Weeks in
Weekend
Gross

release

1. Tyler Perry's I Can

24 0

1

2. 9

10.9

1

3. Ingloriousßasterds

6.5

4

4. All About Steve

5.8

2

5. The Final Destination

5.5

3

6. Sorority Row

5.3

1

7. Whiteout

5.1

1

8. District 9

3.6

5

3.3

6

Do Bad all by Myself

-

-

9.

Julie & Julia

2

3.1

10. Gamer

?WEEKEND GROSS FIGURES IN MILLIONS

Bestsellers of Hardcover Fiction
1. Alex Cross's Trial, James Patterson
2. Dark Slayer, Christine Feehan
3. South

of Broad, Pat Conroy

4. Spartan Gold, Clive Cussler
5. TTze //e/p, Kathryn Stockett
6. 27ze Wfo'te Queen, Philippa Gregory

7. Homer & Langley, E.L. Doctorow
8. 206 Bones, Kathy Reichs
9. TTze G/r/ W7zo Played with Fire, Stieg Larsson
The robots in 9, including No. 9 (voiced by Elijah Wood), areforced to confront the very literalevils of technology throughout the mediocrefilm.

ACCORDING TO PUBLISHER'S WEEKL'

ROVING READER WITH ZAK JASON

Pynchon guides us through '60s acid trip in 'Vice'
Zak Jason
Of all literary endeavors today, reading
Thomas Pynchon most closely resembles
smoking a narcotic. Scattered and timetripping plotlines, characters with names
like Cucarachito, Oedipus Maas, and Dr.
Hilarius, and scenes that snap from maniacal doom to careless pranks, Pynchon's novels often slip the reader into a profoundly
altered state of consciousness. Now, in his
sixth novel, Pynchon exploits the drug-like
qualities of his writing head on by overtly
orbiting a novel around drugs; a hippie
private eye pothead, to be exact. In Inherent
Vice, the wizard of weird Thomas Pynchon
captures the chaos, confusion, and ludicrousness of the '60s through a tangled, expansive, hilarious psychedelic detective tale.
Inherent Vice follows Doc Sportello, a

shaggy, spacey yet provoking, affable private eye who trots along perpetually halfbaked (he lights a joint
in virtually every,scene,
whether alone in his office, on the hunt for a real
estate mogul in a Reno casino, or reuniting with his
supposedly kidnapped ex
old-lady Shasta). Coasting along the Southern
California coastline, fear
encompasses the scene, as
hippies and plastic CEOs
alike squirm around in
a post-Charles Manson
paranoia. In the midst of
this fear, the people turn
to crime: a kidnapped real
estate mogul, a violent
heroin ring, an amorphous

crime organization/dental care firm/treasurehunting yacht called the
Golden Fang. Somehow, beyond all the
crooked cops and egomaniacal police corn-

missioners, Doc, the solo artist weirdo,
finds himself more immersed and informed
and endangered than
any other character.
But as the Hunter S.
Thompson maxim
goes, "When the going
get weird, the weird
turn pro." If the plot
sounds wacky, it only
begins to describe it.
But to delve too
deep into the plot of
a Pynchon novel is
almost to insult the
author. Like other
sprawling, mammoth,
ostensibly nonsensical, bizarro works of
literature
Infinite
Jest, House of Leaves,
Moby-Dick
we grow
so much more from a
COURTESY OF AMAZON.?
Pynchon book by just
plowing through and absorbing ourselves
into his whimsical, insane, frenetic yet warm
-

-

world than by mapping out the spastic array
of story threads. Reading tip No. 1: take it
as an experience, not as a reading exercise.
Instead of working out the ceaselessly
minute details of his case, appreciate those
ceaselessly minute details as a parody on
the vast confusion of the '60s. In Inherent
Vice, the less the reader thinks and the more
the reader witnesses, the more enjoyable
and rewarding experience the reader has.
One of the most purely pleasing and
inventive aspects of the novel is the power
of the dope itself. Sometimes the weed hinders his detective work. While spying on a
cheating wife from atop a skylight window,
Doc smokes some dope and dozes off,
only to awake in the aftermath of a double
homicide below. Sometimes the weed
enhances his work. One of the most vital
leads in his ease emerges while tripping in
a pizza joint as Thomas Jefferson's head
on a nickel animates to drop Doc a clue.
If you're at all interested in detective fiction or psychedelia or you're
craving a legal acid trip, let Inherent
Vice induce you into a new world. A-
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Now playing on Mike Carpio's iPod

The Music Behind the Man

Queen Jane Approximately Bob Dylan
-

Sugar Magnolia

-

Grateful Dead

Just a Friend Biz Markie
Daniel Elton John
Turn Me On Norah Jones
Down on the Corner Creedence
-

-

-

-

Clearwater Revival
Me and Bobby McGee Janis Joplin
Buona Sera Louis Prima
HarvestMoon Neil Young
-

-

-

Thunder Road Bruce Springsteen
-
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.Not many people proclaim "My puberty

was marred

by Ozzy Osbourne and Shakira," but for Associate News
Editor Mike Caprio, such an assertion proves one of the
more bland facts of his existence. This saucy sophomore
Ocean State nativeperformed in piano competitions for
the majority of his youth, but it seems the combination of
this and his confusing puberty has left him a profoundly
troubled individual. While writing articles and essays,
Mike often listens to white noise; literally, he has an iTAines
track of pure stereo fuzz. When asked what song defines
himself, he said Bob Dylan's "Visions of Johanna." But
roommate and Associate Copy Editor Darren Ranek claims
Wyclef Jean's "Perfect Gentleman,"best suits his naughty
yet affable lifestyle. Zak JaSON
?

Akon & Mario thump Conte in fall concert
Fall Concert, from AlO
Sept. 11 attacks. Akon took an appropriate moment to offer a brief tribute
to the victims of the attacks and offer
his support. He continued on this
serious note by performing "Ghetto."
He mixed things up by beginning the
song a capella. Unfortunately, he got a
lethargic response when he tried to get
the crowd to sing part of the chorus.
The performance of the song was great,
but the crowd came to party, not to
think about anything serious.
By the time he finished performing
"Ghetto," a near-miracle had occurred
the acoustics inside Conte actually
sounded good. Akon capitalized on
this to rejuvenate the crowd, tearing
into his smash-hit "Don't Matter,"
which got the entire audience slurring
their speech to the words. The hooks
to "Dangerous" by Kardinal OfHshall,
"I Wanna Love You" (in which he let
the crowd sing the final chorus), and
"Bartender" by T-Pain kept therollicking atmosphere going. By the time Akon
finished performing his part to "Smack
That," he had worked the crowd into a
mad frenzy. Akon pushed the security
to the next level when he got everybody
in the seats to rush the floor. The crowd
rushed with the same enthusiasm as
they did at last year's Duke basketball
game, overwhelming security, emptying

Akon enlivened the teeming crowd of Conte, but he closed on the wrongside of campus authorities by egging the students onto the floor.
the seats, and turning the floor jnto a
wild dance party.
With thecrowd's excitement peaked,
Akon continued to pull out hits, playing his part to T.-Pain's "In Love With
a Stripper" while he stripped down to
his jeans (which he started to take off on
stage before backing out) and doused
the crowd with water. He closed out his
performance with more massive hits,
playing "What You Got," his collaboration with Colby O'Donis and Kardinal
Offishall, followed by "Right Now (Na

Na Na)," during which Akon jumped
into the crowd.
As he started to perforin his part
to "Sexy B?"by David Guetta, the
lights awkwardly went on, the beat
went silent, and Akon's microphone
was turned off. Like most of the wildest parties on campus, BC authorities
shut the concert down early. Akon's
band members exchanged confused
looks, and Akon defeatedly shouted
out something to the crowd, took a bow,
and left the stage.

Despite the deflating, premature end
to the concert, it was still a worthwhile
snow and one the UGBC should seek to

replicate for the Spring Concert. The
atmosphere inside Conte was unlike
anything any musical act has brought,

and the performance, augmentedby his
use of a live drummer and bassist, was
the most energetic BC has seen. Akon
may have ended the show on the wrong
side of campus authorities, but hey, we
all know the first write-up is worth it if
the party is awesome enough. \u25a0

McMullen exhibit illustrates Civil War
McMullen, from AlO
ment of weapons. Forbes did not find
himselfbogged down in the details, how-

ever, as the graphite drawing harnesses
the forceful movement of a battle.
After artists sketched initial drawings

Ernest Becker's lush and original illustrations thrustthe patron intothe heart of the Civil War.
Edwin Forbes' "Skirmish Near Belmont,
Missouri, November 7,1861," for example,
was a virtual inventory, chronicling not
only the casualties of the battle (including
the horses) but also the strategic place-

and revised the sketches upon consultations with battle survivors, they were
folded up and sent from remote locations to editors in the Northeast. The
worn bends and folds of the paper are
a staggering stamp of authenticity. The
intelligence behind each picture is also
quite surreal, as each puff of cannon
fire, ripple of a horses body as it rears
in anticipation, and facial expression of
the beleaguered soldiers sits chillingly
delineated before the viewer. One could
claim quite persuasively, as many have,
that these pictures are more accurate
than any written journalistic account
from the same period.
Thus, viewers must experience for

Akon: Hollywood, hooks,
Interview, from.Dl
the concepts of all my songs from. So
they are probably all the same when it
comes to that.
On the process of doing hooks for other
artists:
Find out what they want to talk about,
what direction their album is going.
Create the record or hook that fits their
personality. Normally I give them thebeat
and the chorus, and everything is already
done. They go through a list of tracks with
choruses already included, and then they
find the one that best fits them and the
direction they are going.
On the coolest person he has collaborated with:
It probably was Michael Jackson. No
question, hands down. It caught me off
guard. I didn't expect him to be that
cool and so funny. He is an ordinary
and cool dude. And that threw me off
completely because we had a lot offun
in the studio.
On contributing to the 'Thriller' 25th
anniversary edition:
It was definitely an honor. It was one
of those situations where it was a once
in a lifetime opportunity. I thought the
album was done and would never come
back, and for them to repackage it and
actually have us do it and then the tragedy happening, you know you're part of

and
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Pop Blotter

Death of the
News Anchor

Joseph Neese

-

"bombardment," "riot," and "rebellion"
were among the most commonly heard
in the nation, these men braved bullets,
cannon fire, as well as other forms of
violence in the name ofprecise reporting,

stand UP

&

themselves these visually captivating
sketches in McMullen's newly painted
walls featuring rustic red, muted blue,
and a soothing taupe with simple wooden
frames. One sight any museum goer
will appreciate is the large, sweeping
American flag with the phrase "Liberty
& Union" embroidered at the edge of
the stripes. The impressive sight is a
replica of an original that was created
by a sewing circle in Dover, Mass, and
it serves as a poignant balance between
the smoky destruction that was so much
a part of our nation's history. At the end
of the exhibit, one glance at this flag has
the ability to remind viewers of all those
sketched men, women, horses and every
other aspect of nature that sacrificed
itself in the name of America, tying up
an exhibit that is more than worthy of
-our admiration. On your way to your next
class, pop into Devlin and get a history
lesson sans the verbal requirement and
exams. \u25a0

future plans

the history recorded and available.
On the music he's listening to now:
I got all kinds of music. All kinds of
Konvict music. I don't even have time to
listen to anything else between me, TPain, [and] Lady Gaga. We have so many
records among each other,but I listen to a
lot of traditional reggae from Bob Marley
to Gregory Issacs. I do a lot of that.
On what he considers his biggest ac-

complishment:
I've pretty much worked with everybody that I had on my to-do list. I came
in with goals of all the people I wanted to
work with, and I might've exceeded it, so
I'm proud of the achievement.
On future plans:
Putting together a new album as we
speak. All my focus has been geared
towards the 2010 World Cup and.making
theme songs to surround that whole thing.
Also helping them [Konvict artists], but
movies will come later. It's something I
always wanted to do. Score them, direct
them, maybe produce some ofthem. As of
now, that looks like the future goal. Take
over music and then move to Hollywood
and do the same thing there.
On keeping business separate from
personal life:
The key is hiring people to do the
business part, so you can do all the fun,
creative stuff, and then you just check
behind them. \u25a0

Before the show Akon sat down with Heights writersto reflect on his career and future.

For me, ABC News' announcement of
Charlie Gibson's retirement at the end of
the year and his subsequent replacement
by Diane Sawyer was bittersweet. Bitter
because Ibelieve that Sawyer deserved
the post of lead anchor on World News
years ago before Peter Jennings, Bob
Woodruff, and Gibson were called on
board. Sawyer had to play the waiting
game and take a less-serious post because
she was female. Sweet because, in my
opinion, she is the best the business has
to offer, a dying breed of tried and true
journalist (Cronkite, Murrow) that is now
being replaced by less-talented and lessmotivated individuals.
Is this announcement earth-shattering? Yes and no. Yes, because for the first
time in history, the majority ofthe three
major broadcast networks will be led by
females. This is evidence that women can
now find longevity in television careers,
when in the past they were either pushed
out for age or left their posts to find financial security in thewake oflesser salaries
than their male counterparts. Past female
anchors who ascended the network ranks,
such as Barbara Walters and Connie
Chung, never could have dreamed of such
an opportunity. It is also evidence that
our country has grown more tolerant.
No, because this is 2009, and it's
sad that it has taken the television news
industry well over half a decade to make
these changes. No, because many still find
a female who reads the news to have a
lack of authority as compared to her male,
counterparts.
This shift has also led to an increased
debate in the relevancy of network news,
which delivers the day's stories well
after its cable and internet competition. The Nielsen numbers for the show
now represent a combined average of 20
million, which pales in comparison to the
golden age oftelevision. News has indeed
seen decreased ratings since the 70s or
'80s, depending on what philosophy you
abide to. Moreover, the average age of
thenetwork news viewer is well over SO,
representing what some believe to be an
industry that is dying a slow death.
Still, those numbers crush primetime
cable ratings. And, the news magazine has
seenresurgence in viewers. Moreover, the
networks have more legitimacy, as they
tend to avoid partisanship in reporting.
They are the sources thatAmericans turn
to in times of crisis and during political
elections. But when it comes down to it,
they have bigger budgets and bigger stars
and can thus produce a higher-quality source than their counterparts. And,
network anchor is still the most respected
position in the business, despite Katie
Couric's lack-luster initial performance.
Sawyer's replacement won't likely
create record numbers or attract younger
viewers, who often chose less reliable news
sources and process their media differently. But her presence will be lacked on Good
Morning America, which is ABC News'
biggest moneymaker. She is the network's
biggest star, which is why she replaced
Gibson. ABC now has the opportunity
to reinvent itself, and the talentedRobin
Roberts can emerge as a true star.
Despite my love for television news
and my desire to pursue a career in it, I
will admit that I, too, have turned away
from network news. After Tom Brokaw,
Dan Rather, and Jennings left, I felt an era
crumble. But I know that I will be tuning
back in when Sawyer takes the seat in
January. She gives me hope for the longevity of this business. I don't see it dying,
just evolving. In certain times, our world
is marked by great hope and great tragedy,
and we will turn to the television to watch
it play out and receive the assurance ofa
voice that we can trust.

Joseph Neese is a senior staff member for
The Heights. He can be reached at neesej®
beheights.com.
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Stepen Merritt is indie rock's
master of dramatic irony. Just like

Shakespeare's play within Hamlet and
Jerry Seinfeld's show about nothing in
Seinfeld (maybe that's a stretch), The
Magnetic Field's 69 Love Songs, about
love songs, is a classic in its medium
a grandiose concept comprised of 3
discs and 69 effortless pop tracks. The
10-year old masterpiece is an extremely intricate concept album, each song
full of its own ironies, dynamism and
ambitious instrumentation during its
lengthy almost three-hour runtime.
I discovered music very differently
10 years ago. I spent infinitely more
time listening to my father's Beatles
records and turning the dial to popular
radio (i.e. Destiny's Child and Smash
Mouth) than anticipating the appearance of new albums on what.cd (a
gigantic music torrent community) or
the incredibly expansive blogosphere.
By the time I became extraordinarily
giddy at the discovery of this overwhelming idea (shamelessly via Pitchfork Media's list of top 1990s albums),
69 Love Songs had already existed for
over five years' and hundreds of writers
-

had delivered their verdicts. No matter,
two of my friends, equally excited over
the geeky find, and I diwyed-up the
task of "limewiring" each disc.
Therecord has been written about
and worshipped enough that plenty of
people can tell why 69 Love Songs is a
landmark work, so I'll try to stay away
from that. So enamored with its scope
and concept, nothing registered on my
first listen except "I Don't Want to Get
Over You," which I heard in my friend's
sister's car a number of times now
tftat I look back on it; probably on a
mix made right after a break-up.
I soon came to adore Merritt's
exploration of gender roles and satires
of genres and musical contemporaries
(see: "When My Boy Walks Down the
Street," "Love Is Like Jazz," and "No
One Will Ever Love You" respectively).
Incredibly cinematic, The Magnetic Fields' masterwork features nine
musicians and five lead singers, who
provide Merritt the cast he needs to
play the many roles on every disc.
Merritt's intentions were theatric and
ironic. "69 Love Songs is not remotely
an album about love. It's an album
about love songs, which are very far
away from anything to do with love,"
Merritt said.
Although the album pokes fun at
genres, Merritt's peers, and love itself,
69Love Songs stands brilliantly as a
collection ofbrief pop songs without
Merritt's clever irony and commentary. I've never listened to the album
without bobbing my head during
"Fido, Your Leash Is Too Long," or
getting sucked in by plentiful array of
verse melodies throughout the record.
Despite his theatric guise, the album,
more than anything else, is about love.
In addition to its saunter through
genres, The Magnetic Fields traverses
through all of love's emotions: melancholy after "Epitaph For My Heart,"
nostalgia for "Nothing Matters When
We're Dancing," and humor from "Experimental Music Love."
While I recognize Merritt's musical
theater and often poignant ironic and
satirical commentary, I can't disguise
my emotional attachment for Love
Songs or ignore others' equal reverence. I once took great, howbeit sadistic, satisfaction after an ex-girlfriend's
Facebook status read "I Think I Need
A New Heart." My favorite songs on
the album often vary depending on
each one's relevance to my love life
I've spent significant time spinning
it through times ofdifferent temperaments, and will continue to do so. 69
Love Songs has only become more
cherished after 10 years on the shelf,
and I expect it will be even more so in
the future as long as humans feel the
emotions affiliated with love.
-
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Codeword for Conte Akon
-

By

Akon just wants to smack it:
one-on-one with the headliner

Will Watkins

Heights Staff

The walls of Conte
Forum were literally
throbbing from bass
Friday night as Akon
put on one of the most
energetic and entertaining performances
Boston College has
provided for students
in recent memory. The
selection of Akon was
a break from the critical
darlings Lupe Fiasco,
Ben Folds, and The
Roots Undergraduate Government of BC
(UGBC) booked last
year, but he sold out the
entire arena and got a
better crowd response
than any of last year's
performers.
After a brief intermission following opener Mario's set, a member of Akon's entourage
performed, and the
night's headliner took
(Above) Suave R&B
the stage to open with
his hook to "Cross That crooner Mario warmed
Line" by Rick Ross. the packed Conte crowd
Although thecrowd was to Akon with an opening
putting forth a deafenset of smooth jams. The
ing roar of excitement, singer even performed
the first song left me a his worldwide hit "Let Me
little concerned. As exLove You."
pected, Conte Forum's
acoustics left much to
be desired, and given Akon's extensive repertoire,
it was uncertain if the concert would naturally flow
from song to song or consist of choppy, disembodied
choruses. Despite the problematic acoustics, Akon
alleviated any fear by following with his own song,
"Shakedown" from his 2006 album Konvicted.
He alternates choruses he sang as a featured artist, such as "We Takin' Over" by DJ Khaled, "Soul
Survivor" by Young Jeezy, and then 50 Cent's "Still
Kill" with more songs from his solo catalogue, like
"It's OK" and "Locked Up." Even though this format
of full songs sandwiched between random choruses
slightly held Akon back from,fully hitting his stride,
the crowd loved it, and his DJ acted as a hype man
to keep the mood upbeat. Given that the concert
was being held on the eighth anniversary of the

By

Jake Robinson and Will Watkins

For The Heights
Before Akon rocked the stage at Conte Forum,
Heights writers Jake Robinson and Will Watkins
were granted access back stage for a quick interview.
Akon is a multi-platinum selling singer-songwriter
and producer known for creating massive radio
hits and working on songs with some of the biggest
names in the music industry. While relaxing during
the opening set, Akon talked abouthis development
as an artist, being famous, and collaborating with

Michael Jackson.
On the unique style and sound of his singing
voice:
Actually I don't know how the sound developed.
As far as the tone, I
think that's just natural,
(Below) The doctorof
you really can't control
Auto-Tune, Akon bumped
it. I started with The
the students along with his Fugees. Part of therefuthick beats, star-studded
gee camp. Asyears went
samples, and provocative
on, I developed myself
and riot-inciting onstage
as it was going and just
turned into this. I was
antics.
writing and producing
earlier and then just
decided to go solo and
do my own thing.
On his rise to fame:
It still hasn't
dawned. It really hasn't,
dude. Sometimes I try
to figure out how it happened. I still don't see
it. It's hard to explain,
but everything seems
natural. The whole difference is I'm a lot more

popular now.
Favorite song to perform live:
All of them. Everyone has their favorites.
Ilike performing "Right
Now" a lot.
On the significance of
his songs:
The beauty of it is
that all of them are personal. Personal events
in my life that I create

See Fall Concert, A

See Interview,A

MCMULLEN MUSEUM: FIRST HAND
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'Love Songs'
Turns 10

& REVIEW

-

CIVIL WAR

ERA

DRAWINGS FROM THE BECKER COLLECTION

Exhibit extracted
from front lines
This semester the
McMullen Museum
displays over 135
drawings of iconic
Civil War artist
Ernest Becker and
his contemporaries.

Gazing at these
original drawings
from the Union front
lines of the Civil War
feels like stumbling
upon an invaluable

-

scrapbook.

-

By Kristen

House

Assoc. Arts

Review Editor

&

One viewing of the McMullen Museum's newest exhibit,First Hand: Civil War
Era Drawingsfrom theBecker Collection, is
like stumbling upon an invaluable scrapbook. Pictures originating from Civil War
America thrivewith thick graphite shapes
and shades on a background of deep,
distressed tan, an aesthetic that school
children everywhere have attempted to
copy at home with freshly steeped tea
bags.
McMullen boasts a collection of over
135 drawings, drawn by either Ernest
Becker or his contemporaries. The drawings were originally published in Frank
Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper, each serving as a still shot of news for Americans
of the time. Each illustration was put
together in such a way that readers could
glean the most important elements of
news from the West, covering such topics as immigration, the Great Chicago
Fire, and, of course, the omnipresent
Civil War.
The artists behind these iconic pieces
ofphotojournalism occupied the position
of Special Artist in the Union armies
during the Civil War, a job whose spangly
title belies the gritty realities of the job.
The Illustrated. Newspaper prided itself
at having the best quality pictures in
the quickest amount of time, making
the reality of the artists' situation quite
bleak.
In a world where words like "siege,"

Elkan Stevenson is the assistant arts editor of The Heights. He can be reached at

9

See McMullen, A

stevensone@bcheights.com.
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Uninspired, animated sci-fi flick '9' fizzles

Despite an expansive cast including Elijah Wood and Jennifer Connelly, Shane Acker's post-apocalyptic animation
feels weak compared to films like Wall-E. D 8

Thomas Pynchon's literary acid trip

The eccentric, genius, maniacal recluse writer emerges
once again with an uproarious, pulse-pounding
pyschedelic detective tale about the sixties. D 8
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Catching Kent State in a flash flood
The real

Rain can't

fun starts

slow down
BC attack

Saturday

By

Nick Loury

For The Heights
On a gloomy day at Alumni Stadium, Boston College notched its second straight blowout victory of the

Boston Collage 34

David Amstutz
It's always fun to beat up on the
Northeasterns and Kent States of the
world, but powder-puff football gets
old after a few weeks. Granted a win's
a win, but the relative ease of it is akin
to an athlete bedding a random jersey
chaser. It's fun while it lasts until the
next morning when you realize that you
haven't brought home the prom queen.
Don't get me wrong. The past two
games have been a blast. A cupcake
opening schedule provides plenty of opportunities for everyone around campus.
The starters get to pad their stats (see
Justin Tuggle's current quarterbackrating of 213.0), thebench-warmers get to
see the field, and the fans get to enjoy a
Saturday afternoon as they should. With
no worries about losing, we all seem to
lose care and concern on gameday. This
weekend, my crew probably served as a
picture-perfect example by tailgating
a little too hard, forgetting what time
kickoffwas, and nearly missing the entire
first quarter.
Still, no matter how much fun Kent
State might have been on the surface,
we haven't learned much about the 2009
-

room scarce.

Redshirt freshman Justin Tuggle
started against the Golden Flashes and
completed six of his 12 passes for 150
yards and two touchdowns, including a
57-yard bomb to Colin Larmond, Jr. to
open the scoring in the first quarter. After a play fake, Tuggle nearly overthrew
a wide open Larmond, but he made a
spectacular fingertip catch and scored
easily. Tuggle seemed to grow more
comfortable as the game progressed and
showed a willingness to take hits while
still delivering catchable throws.
On BC's third series, true freshman
David Shinskie entered the game and
picked up where Tuggle left off, completing an 11-yard pass to Larmond. Shinskie
completed nine pf 16 passes for 73 yards
with a touchdown and an interception.

For the second consecutive game,David Shinskie shared playing time at quarterbackwith Justin Tuggle. Shinskie threwfor 73 yards.

See Clemson, B3

season against

Kent State. AfKent State
7
ter dominating
Northeastern with a powerful run game
last weekend, BC displayed an effective
passing game, throwing for 223 yards.
The Eagles' success through the air was
especially impressive considering thenrunning game was largely ineffective.
Montel Harris and Josh Haden ran hard
throughout the game but found running

See Kent State, B3

Veteran Terrapins defeat BC
Young men's soccer team left shell-shocked by
Maryland in the first ACC game of the '09 season
By Daniel Popko
Heights Staff

For the second year in a row, Boston
College started its conference slate on
the road at a ranked Maryland team,
and for the sec2
Maryland
ond consecutive
Boston
0
College
year, the Eagles
left College Park with a loss.
After a seventh-minute shot by
Terrapins' captain Jason Herrick
found the back of the net, Maryland
never looked back. The home team
maintained a slim 9-7 shot advantage after the first 45 minutes but
distanced itself in the second period,

outshooting the Eagles 14-2. A 75thminute goal by Kevin Tangney put
the game out of reach, and the Terrapins were happy to salt away their
2-0 victory.
The loss was the third time in a row
that the Eagles failed to score against
Maryland,beginning with last season's
ACC opener, also played at Ludwig
Field in College Park.
Despite the final score line, freshman goalkeeper Just Luthy gave BC a
solid performance. The United States
U-18 international from Dublin, Ohio,
saw 23 shots come his way, including
10 shots on net. The freshman was up
to the task often, saving on eight ofhis

10 challenges, allowing just one goal on
either side of the halftime break.
Luthy was one of seven freshmen
in the lineup for their first ACC encounter. Karl Reddick a junior was
the only upperclassman in Ed Kelly's
lineup at kickoff, a lineup that also
featured three sophomores.
The youth and inexperience showed
in front of over 2,500 in Maryland, as
the Eagles fell for the third time in
four games this year and the second
time in as many road contests, having
also lost 1-0 at Rhode Island to start
the season.
The Eagle frontline has been shut
out in each of the three losses. Two
freshmen led the attack against the
No. 7 Terrapins Thursday, but none
of the three shots from Kevin Mejia or
the two from Charlie Rugg managed to
beat Maryland keeper Zach MacMath,
who made four saves on the night.
Experience led Maryland's attack;
their two captains, Herrick and Tangney, put their name on the score sheet
against the young Eagles. Both Herrick and Tangney both had a redshirt
year in the Terrapin program, a luxury
Kelly has not had with this year's
incoming freshman. The departure
of an experienced and well-traveled
senior class from last season has left
the Eagles shorthanded at several
-

-

positions.
The experience level was apparent,
especially on the second goal when
Matt Kassell executed a corner kick
and found Tangney's head in the middle of the 18-yard box. Veteran teams
often take advantage of set pieces, and
in this case, Maryland was no different.
The goal was on one of three corners in
the match for the Terrapins, while BC
managed just two. It was also-Kassel's
second assist of the game and third on
the season.
On the first goal of the game,
Kassell floated a long ball into the
box. Casey Townsend was unable to
maintain possession of it when he got

Kevin Mejia, one of seven freshmen in BC's starting lineup, had three shots against Harvard
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tangled up with Luthy. But the ball
deflected to Herrick, who one-timed
it into theback of the net to break the
deadlock just 6:15 afterkickoff.
BC returns home to face Fairfield
on Tuesday at 5 pm before venturing
down the Green Line to play Boston
University on Friday night at 8 pm.
The Eagles' ACC schedule picks up
again on Sept. 25, when Duke comes
to Newton. \u25a0

There's only one Charlie Davies
A former Boston College soccer star finds

international acclaim

B5

Senior Chelsey Feole's hat trick against BU propelled the Eagles to a 4-3 overtime win

Field hockey remains
undefeated with win
By Maegan

O'Rourke

Heights Editor

The Boston College field hockey team
continued its winning streak by defeating
Monmouth University, 7-1, to move to
6-0 on the seaBoston College 7
son. To remain
Monmouth
1
undefeated, the
Eagles used a strong offensive attack
that featured a hat trick from captain
Chelsey Feole.
The Eagles are off to their best start
since 1998, when the Eagles began the
season 6-0. In the first six games, BC has
outshot its opponents 144-46.
BC scored its first goal of the game
eight minutes in when sophomore forward
Kate Gillis scored on a pass from junior
midfielder Emily Kozniuk.
The Eagles scored again when Gillis
tipped the ball in off a pass across the
net from junior Janna Anctil to beat
Monmouth goalie Melissa Katz on the
weak side.
The third goal of the game came with
13:05 minutes left in the half whenKozniuk easily tookthe ball into the Monmouth
circle and scored. Kozniuk and the
midfield had a strong game, controlling
the middle of the field and running the

Get on the Mark Sanchez bandwagon

In just his first game as a pro, Mark Sanchez
B4
did his best Joe Namath impression

transition for the Eagles. BC held the
advantage over the Hawks in transition,
keeping the ball near the Monmouth goal
for the majority of the game.
"[Transition] is definitely something
we've been working a lot on," said BC
Head Coach Ainslee Lamb. "Two aspects
of it is really passing with transition, and
to be honest with you, this was the first
game when we probably put it together
the most. Our goal is really to pass the
transition and then to change the field,
and that was the best they've done re-

ally today."
Monmouthrecorded its first and only
goal of the game with 4:37 remaining in
the first half, when sophomore midfielder
Ashley McPeek scored during a scramble
in front the net. The Hawks had a chance
to score at the end of the half when they
drew two corners, but the rally was killed
on a penalty against the Hawks.
Along with controlling the transition, the Eagles were also successful in
drawing corners and penalties. BC drew
11 corners compared to the Hawks' five;
The hustle and game control ultimately
set the Eagles apart.
"I think the passion and desire of

See Field Hockey, B4
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Eagles capture Crusader Classic
By Diana C. Nearhos
Heights Editor

Boston College's volleyball team
returned home with two more victories under its belt. In Saturday's
Crusader Classic, BC defeatedboth
Northeastern and Holy Cross, the
host.
The Eagles' first game of the
day, against the Huskies, proved to
be the more difficult of the two. BC
had fallen to Northeastern last year
and was looking to reverse that outcome. Tied at one game apiece, the
teams went into the third game of
the match looking to break the draw.
The Huskies squeaked away with a
26-24 victory, putting Northeastern
just one win from putting down BC
once again.

The Eagles, though, were not
done yet. They powered back in the
fourth game, hitting a .500 attack
percentage en route to a 25-14 win.
With the match now tied at two, a
fifth and final game would decide
who came out on top. The Eagles
continued strong hitting, drilling
nine kills to win the game, 15-9.
"We kind of started off slow and
the team really maintained our
composure throughout the peaks
and the valleys we were in and really
put it together," said Head Coach
AndreaLeonard. "You could tell the
games that we served we really took
command of the match and didn't
look back."
Middle hitter Mollie Kolosky
led the team with 17kills and a .560
attack percentage. Outside hitter
Taylor Williams and middle hitter
Krystle Higgins were not far behind
with.l 4 and 12 kills, respectively.
"Krystle Higgins really stepped
up [Saturday]," Leonard said.
"Northeastern did not really have
an answer for her and she took a lot
of pressure off of our middles and
outsides."
When the Huskies and Eagles
played each other last year, Northeastern had its way with BC, coming out on top 3-0. Returning the
following year and reversing that
outcome illulstrated just how far
the Eagles have come on the court
in a year.

Lone senior Taylor Williams helped push BC's record to 7-1 with 26 kills this weekend.

"Ithink once we got back Northeastern, we really realized we can

takecontrol of the match," Leonard
said. "It wasn't so much physical for
us but a mental adjustment that we
made. That was really a powerful
message that we sent ourselves and
our opponents."
BC had an easier time with Holy

Cross later in the afternoon. The
Eagles came out strong, thanks to
some momentum from their earlier
win, and won the first game 25-18.
The next two went similarly with
scores of 25-13 and 25-20, and the
team recorded their first three-game
victory of the season.
Kolosky again led the team with
17 kills and a .500 attack percentage. Williams was another strong
contributor with 12 kills and a .391
attack percentage of her own. Both
players were named to the all-tournament team.
"Mollie is definitely a go-to
player for us, and Taylor, as a senior,
really stepped up and not only was
consistent for us, but came through
when we needed her with some big

plays," Leonard said. "[Kristen
Baader] was doing the little things
in terms ofpassing and defense that
got the ball to players like Mollie and
Taylor. Kristen Baader was a rock
for us; she was very steady and also
a calming influence."
These two wins mark the Eagles'
sixth arid seventh consecutive victories since losing thjeir first game
of the season to Buffalo University.
Their 7-1 record is an improvement
over last years' 3-5 mark at this
point in the season.
"We are building momentum and
gaining more and more confidence
everytime we step out on the court,"
Leonard said. "I think that has been
the difference this year: Our confidence is higher, and we are keeping
composure. It's definitely building
for us, and with each win it gets
stronger and stronger."
That confidence will be tested
this weekend when Connecticut,
Hartford, and Rhode Island come
to town. UConn and URI are each
at the top of their respective conferences and will provide another
challenge to the thus-far successful
Eagles. Those challenges may be just
what BC needs from its last regional
opponents to prepare, for the tough
ACC schedule that follows. \u25a0

Numbers to Know

790
Total offensive yards for thefootball
team in victories over Northeastern
and Kent State. Opponentsmustered
310 combined yards on offense.

30
Number of shots recorded by the
women's soccer team in its 4-0
victory over Marist Friday. The win
improved BC's record to 5-0.

4th
ChelseyFfeole's spot all-time among
BC field hockey players in career
points. Her five points against Monmouth yesterday gives her 94 total.

Games to Watch
On the Heights
Women's Soccer

Boston

vs.

Harvard

College
More important than being able to witness the
Eagles further their undefeated season against a
struggling Harvard team, Sept. 18 marks the annual ALS awareness game. Donations made at the
game will benefit ALS research.
Friday, 7 p.m.

Off Campus
College Football: No. 14 Georgia Tech at
No. 20 Miami
Where: Dolphin Stadium, Miami, Fla.
When: Thursday, 7:30 p.m.

TV: ESPN

The true testforfootball begins in Clemson
Joe Bilotto
The young football season has
thus far boded well for the rebuilding Eagles squad, as they easily
dominated their lesser opponents,
Northeastern and Kent State. A
schedule that began on the easier
side quickly becomes a dangerous
slope into the depths of the ACC,
as the Eagles play their first conference game this coming weekend
in Tiger Country, inside the always
orange and purple Memorial Stadium. The game against Clemson
will be the Eagles' first real challenge of the young 2009 season,
and it marks the first in a string of
six straight ACC contests.
Throughout the first two games
of the season, Head Coach Frank
Spaziani has gotten away with
shuffling his quarterbacks and
trying different personnel in a
multitude of situations. Against
the likes of FCS Northeastern and
a not-too-impressive Kent State
team, Coach Spaz could get away
with constantly shifting the man
under center. In the Northeastern
game, Superfans got a taste offour
different quarterbacks, none of
whom were particularly challenged
by the abysmal Huskies defense.
Against Kent State, Coach Spaz
used a more traditional game plan,
rotating between David Shinskie
and Justin TAiggle at quarterback.
Tuggle outplayed Shinskie, as he
completed half of his passes for
150 yards and two touchdowns.
Ifthe Eagles are to have anything better than a mediocre or
sub-.500 year, it is almost certain
that a No. 1 quarterback will have
to emerge to lead the offense down
the field play after play. It appears
that Shinskie and Tuggle lead the
race for the true starting spot,
with a slight edge going to Tuggle.
The redshirt freshman provides a
greater amount of mobility than
Shinskie and has shown bright
spots in his passing game as well.
It will be vital for the Eagles to
develop a true signal caller in the
QB-loaded and offensively volatile
ACC.
Another area of the Eagles'
game that needs to be further
tested is the defense, which may
sound ironic considering that
the unit has only given up seven
points in two contests thus far. In
\u25a0a similar case to the quarterback
quandary, the defense will also

The Hurricanes and Yellow Jackets continue
their treacherous opening schedule in a match-up
of ranked opponents that could serve as an allimportant tiebreaker for the ACC Coastal Division
champion. Georgia Tech held off a spirited Clemson comeback Thursday, while Miami shocked
Florida State in Tallahassee on Sept. 7.
Paul Johnson has his triple-option offense
in full force in his second season as head coach
at Georgia Tech. Anthony Alien rushed for 127
yards and a touchdown on just five carries against
Clemson, including an 82-yard scamper.
Miami, on the other hand, will rely upon the
arm of young quarterback Jacory Harris, who
showed impressive poise in his first start; he
threw for 386 yards and two scores. Expect an
offensive show.

Atlantic Division Standings
Boston College
Clemson
Wake Forest
Maryland
Florida State
NC State

2-0
lrl
1-1
1-1
1-1:4
1-1

NOTABLE QUOTABLE
"I think it was a mistake that they
were throwing the ball because they let
us save our timeouts. Those timeouts
definitely came in handy."
With high-powered offenses loomingin the ACC, receiver Rich Gunnell will need to continue to help put points on the board for BC.
need to be tested against a quality opponent, which the Clemson
Tigers will provide on Saturday.
The Tigers are led by the extremely talented C.J. Spiller at the
running back spot and have one
of the most talented offenses in
the conference. The losses of B.J.
Raji and Ron Brace to the NFL,
Mark Herzlich to illness, and Mike
McLaughlin to an Achilles injury
may be amplified if BC's opponents find it too easy to score and
move the ball early in the season.
The ACC is too good of an offensive football conference for BC
to survive with a sub-par defense.
The Eagles had one of the stingiest defenses in the country last
year and played especially well
against the best of their ACC opponents. If they are hoping to have
a repeat of last season's defensive
success, the defense is going to
have to be the driving force of the
team.

There is no doubt that the
Eagles play in one of the strongest
and most offensively powerful con-

ferences in the country. The Eagles
managed to almost win the. ACC
last year with an average offense,
but a defense that was stifling for
much of the season. It is clear that
once again, BC's offense is a work
in progress and that the defense \
will have to garner much of the
pressure.

As the Eagles ACC fight begins
Saturday, it will be critical that
the team gets off to a fast start and
makes a statement against Clemson. If the Tigers come out and
run over the Eagles, it could be a
telling sign of much of the season
to come, Unfortunately for Coach
Spaz and Co., the 2009 season

doesn't offer many reprieves from
excellent opponents or offenses
that can easily drop 40 or 50
points on any given Saturday.
This weekend could be an
important indicator to all Superfans for the season to come. For
the Eagles, Spaziani, and everyone wearing BC maroon and gold,
Clemson will provide the season's
first true test. If they fail and fail
badly, it could be a very long season for everyone cheering for the
Eagles on the Heights.
Joe Bilotto is a sophomore in the
College ofArts S3 Sciences. He can be
reached at sports@bcheights.com.
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?Tate Forcier, Michigan's true freshman
quarterback on Notre Dame Head Coach
Charlie Weis' decision to throw twice late in
the gamewhile up three points.
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Emerging BC team takes out Kent State Almost time

for ACC play

Kent State, from Bl
While he does not posses Tuggle's athleticism,
Shinskie displayed an impressive evasiveness and
an ability to evade the rush.
After the game, Spaziani said he was "absolutely
closer" to making a decision on the starting quarterback though it is not a "clear cut no-brainer."
He said to expect a decision by next week's game
against Clemson, although it may not be just one
quarterback. Both Tuggle and Shinskie said that
being named the starter or backup would not change
how either approaches games or practice.
"We're trying to progress each week to get better
each and every day," Tuggle said. "Itell [Shinskie]
every day that we have to lead this team."
"We will support each other no matter who [the
starter] is," Shinskie said.
Regardless of who was playing quarterback, Rich
Gunnell showed an ability to be an offensive weapon.
Spaziani said of Gunnell, "Rich is the captain we
can count on him." He also mentioned that Gunnell
displayed necessary senior leadership by making key
plays; against Kent State, Gunnell had six catches
for 114 yards and two touchdowns, including several remarkable catches over defenders. On his first
touchdown, Shinskie fooled the corner with a pump
fake that allowed Gunnell to get open and score
untouched. Gunnell also pulled in a tough six-yard
touchdown over the middle on a strike from Tuggle.
Regardless of who is tossing him theball, Gunnell will
remain focused on how he can improve the team.
"Week in and week out I try to do my part," Gunnell said. "Whoever is in, we need to back them."
Another player who emerged for BC was sophomore punter Ryan Quigley. Quigley is the Eagles'
most versatile special teams players, having shown
the ability to punt, kick off, and make field goals.
This year he has landed five of his 11 puntsinside the
20-yard line, including four inside the 5-yard line.
Against Kent State, Quigley had a pair of perfect |
punts that landed on the Golden Flashes' 3- and
4-yard lines. He would have had a third punt inside
the five-yard line, but the Eagles' coverage team
was unable to stop it from rolling into the end zone.
Quigley also displayed an ability to be a consistent
kickoff man.
On the defensive side ofthe ball, BC had another
impressive showing, holding Kent State scoreless
until 2:15 left in the game. The defense was also
able to force several turnovers, including an impressive interception by redshirt freshman linebacker
Nick Clancy after junior Mike Morrissey tipped
the pass.
BC was able to continue its tradition of great
defensive play under Spaziani, while the offense
showed that it can score through the air as well as
on the ground. With the running and passing games
being used effectively, the Eagles could have apotent
offense to match their stingy defense. \u25a0
Middle linebackerLuke Kuechly recorded four tacklesagainst Kent State. The true freshman leads BC

Clemson, from Bl
Boston College football team. Despite anything that Rank Spaziani might have said in
the postgame, no one has any idea about how
the Tuggle-Shinskie melodrama will play out.
The two quarterbacks claim to be friends off
the field, but everyone knows that competition
breeds contempt when the going gets tough.
For each, the past two Saturdays have been the
best of times, but as Dickens once wrote, the
worst of times are inevitable at some point.
Perhaps the most burdening question is
when those tough times will come. Itcould be
as soon as Saturday, when BC travels to South
Carolina to face a pissed off Clemson team.
The Tigers, who are coming off a gut-wrenching loss to Georgia Tech, still view BC as the
school that ruined their 2007 dream season.
Revenge will be on their minds, as it so often
is, when these two schools get together.
Essentially, the Clemson game is BC's season-opener. Not only is it the first legitimate
test the Eagles will have, but it is the conference-opener. And as anyone who watched
college football this past week knows, nothing
is more intense than conference rivalries. The
best three games of the season so far Florida
State/Miami, Clemson/Georgia Tech, and
South Carolina/Georgia were all intra-conference affairs fueled by history, proximity, and
hatred. .
Saturday marks the dawn of a new day.
There might not be 45,000 people lined outside the gates of the Mods to shamelessly down
that last drink; no one's going to be stumbling
across Shea Field as if they were leaving MA's
at last call; and there definitely won't be a
game inside Alumni Stadium. But there will be
an opportunity for success andreal fulfillment.
Should BC go down to Death Valley and
shut down C.J. Spiller and Jamie Harper, it will
show the world that the defense can survive'
without Mark Herzlich. Should Tuggle or
Shinskie continue to hook up with Rich Gunnell, questions about Gary TranquiPs offense
might temporarily subside. Most importantly,
should BC emerge from Memorial Stadium
with a victory, once again it will be a legitimate
ACC contender.
And at the end of the day, that's when the
fun starts when you can accomplish something memorable and worthwhile. Like taking
home the prom queen instead of that rando
who's been camping out at the end of your hall.

...

-

-

-

in tackles with 11.

David Amstutz is the sports editor of The
Heights. He can bereached at sports@
bcheights.com.

Tuggle, Shinskie duel for the right to start

Justin Tuggle eyes the defensive alignment, before checking off against Kent State. He completed six passes for 150 yards and two touchdowns, including a 57-yard strike to Colin Larmond in the first quarter which gave BC a 7-0 lead,

Spaziani mum on naming a
starter against Clemson
By Joseph DeMaio
Heights Contributor
Saturday's 34-7 thrashing of the Kent State
Golden Flashes provided yet another example of why
naming a starting quarterback is one of the hardest
choices Frank Spaziani will have to make in his first
season as head coach. That decision may be coming
down sooner rather thanlater, though.
When asked ifhe was any closer to naming a number one guy following Saturday's game, Spaziani had
only one thing to say: "Absolutely."
He was considerably less forthcoming about
which of the two quarterbacks who saw the majority of the playing time Saturday, redshirt freshman
Justin Tuggle and 25-year-old true freshman David
Shinskie, had won the starting spot.
"Istill haven't sat down with Gary [Tranquill], but
we've made progress," Spaziani said. "There's more
evidence to base a decision on. Istill don't think it's

a clear-cut, no brainer. I don't know if we'll have one
guy, but we'll have this narrowed down a little bit."
The evidence that Spaziani mentioned came in the

form of excellent play by both Tuggle and Shinskie.
Shinskie went nine for 16 for 73 yards, a touchdown
and an interception, while Tuggle went six for 12 for
150 yards and two touchdowns, also breaking off an
11-yard rush for a first down in the first quarter.
It was Tuggle's passing abilities, rather than his
legs, that were truly on display. Tuggle's very first
completion of the game was also the longest play
of the game, a 57-yard strike to a wide-open Colin
Larmond, Jr., a ball that was nearly overthrown.
"When theball first lea my hand, I thought at first
I led him a little too much," Tuggle said. "But once I
saw him start digging, Iknew he was going to catch up
to it. Colin is a really fast guy once he gets going."
Shinskie wasn't going to sit idly by, though. The
former minor league pitcher also found theend zone
in the first quarter on a 21-yard completion to Rich
Gunnell. The touchdown was every bit as impressive
as Tuggle's f as Shinskie perfectly executed a pump
fake that left Gunnell wide open in the corner of the
end zone.

With both quarterbacks playing so well in a
platoon, Spaziani may be forced to consider a third
option, namely allowing the two to continue to switch
off for the rest of the season. Each player brings
something different-to the table, be it Tuggle's raw
athleticism and ability to escape a collapsing pocket,
or Shinskie's deft touch and stellar play action and
pump fakes.
"Anxious? Yes," Shinskie said when asked about
the announcement of the winner of the starting job.
"But at the same time, why spoil a good thing? Every
day we go out and tell each other that we are going
to get this done. If [Coach Spaziani] names one of
us as the starter, it's not going to change. We're still
going to go out and support each other."
Tuggle echoed that sentiment. "We want to know
who it's going to be, but there's a bigger issue going
on right now, and that's the team. We've got to lead
the team, both\>f us. I tell him every day that we
have to lead this team, and Dave agrees. We're on
the same page as everyone else, and. we want to keep
everything moving positively."
Gunnell was the favorite target of the BC quarterbacks, pulling in six receptions for 114 yards and

a pair of touchdowns. One catch was particularly
impressive, as Gunnell elevated over the corner assigned to cover him to make the catch from l\iggle;
then, with a defender on his back and another rushing in to tackle him, took the ball an extra 10 yards
down to the 1-yard line to set up a Montel Harris
touchdown run.
"For me, it's no different," Gunnell said of the
two quarterbacks throwing him the ball. "I'm just
going out there and doing my part. We've got to back
them up regardless, so I'm just going to go out and

do my part."
Whoever gets the starting job will assume leadership of an offense that has proven to be much more
potent than expected. Evenwith a Kent State defense
that was keyed up to prevent the rim, the Eagles were
able to rush for 126 yards and a touchdown.
With ACC play set to begin down at Clemson
next week, the question that the Eagles will have to
answer won't be which quarterbackbacked into the
starting role, but how many great plays does it take
to win the starting spot? With each one consistently
playing well and making spectacularplays, the world
may never know. \u25a0
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Daniel Popko
Everyone makes mistakes.
The weatherman will predict
sunny skies only for it to pour.
Sometimes. Mel Kiper will mess
up in his seven-roundmock
draft. Occasionally. Even Chuck
Norris didn't catch the bad guys
the first time around. He needed
a wholehour-long,time slot.
This is where I have to admit I
made a mistake. I thought Mark
Sanchez would be a bust. When
the Jets traded up to grab him I
was the only Jet fan I knew who
didn't immediately develop a
man crush on the quarterback
from USC. Even my friend who
threw a remote through a wall
when the Jets took Darelle Revis
now a premier NFL corner
was in love with Sanchez. But
much like Mark McGwire, I am
certainly not here to talk about
the past.
It may be too early, scratch
that, it is definitely way too early
to anoint Sanchez the second
coming of Joe Namath. He's
played one game and scored as
many points for the Jets as the
Texans, his interception being
returned all the way for a score.
There was just something in his
performance that made me feel a
little bit better about him.
It was the same feeling that
emanated from Chad Pennington's first few games. Both were
-

-

quick to sprint up and down the
field following the play and offer
congratulations. Both had an
intensity and a willingness to
stand in a take a hit that young
quarterbacks normally lack.
Pennington was also quick to
head butt his offensive lineman
to get himself pumped up before
the game, but something tells me
that is not a part of Sanchez's
preparation. That's the difference between being from a school
in rural West Virginia Pennington's Marshall Thundering Herd
versus Los Angeles and the
mighty USC Trojans.
He made throws on the run,
he made them in the pocket, he
stepped up into space, and he
even showed some fancy footwork
on play action.
He may still be a bust, but
Ifeel confident enough to saythat in the debate of Sanchez
versus Matthew Stafford, he isn't
playing Ryan Leaf to the former
-

-

Georgia QB's Peyton Manning.
Could my recent change of
heart toward the rookie be due
to the fact that I hated the pick
ofKellen Clemens the man
who Sanchez beat out for the
starting gig even more than
Sanchez? A little it doesn't
hurt to have one of the football
teams I follow be able to write
their depth chart in pen every
weekend, and tifter today I don't
think that will change any time
-

-

-

soon.

I'd also like to thank the
former Jets quarterback who
recently unretired. I don't think
anyone wants to read his name in
the paper again, so I'll give him

FREE rose irom
Warehouse Flowers
(617)277-0054

?? his NFL debut, Mark Sanchez threwfor 272 yards and a touchdown.

the Voldermort treatment, but
without his soap opera I don't
think I'd appreciate the stability
that having a quarterback of the
future brings to a team.
Stability at a position like
QB is as important as anything
else, both for the team and for
the fan base. Sure the proverbial
"water cooler" debate won't be
as heated as if you have two guys
going out there and laying it on
the line every day in practice and
complacency may not always be
the best thing, but the positives
far outweigh the negative.
Think about the past few
years at Boston College. Faith in
Matt Ryan is a given, but even
compare the past two seasons.
Chris Crane was an overall
mediocre game manager save
channeling Frank Tarkenton or
Johnny Unitas against NC State,
but he was the quarterback. People called for Dominique Davis,
at least until he had to play and
everyone wanted Crane back.
This year, it was Davis who
was almost certainly the starter
and with everything else going
on with the program he would at
least provide .someoneto rally
behind. But when he transferred,
yet another facet of the team was
thrown into uncertainty. After
early returns granted they were
against Kent State and Northeastern it looks like Justin
Tuggle or Dave Shinskie just
might be better thanDavis, but
so much is reliant upon- someone
being that number one guy.
Even in the era ofthe wildcat,
the importance of one man behind center is paramount.
With Sanchez at the wheel,
the Jets can at least head into
a single and certain direction.
He could be the next Marino.
He could be the next Danny
Wuerffel. Even crazier, he could
be the first Mark Sanchez.
No matter what, it is clear
that he will get the chancebe
that and nobody will be challenging him.
Let's just hope the man crush
lasts.
-

-

Daniel Popko is a junior in the College ofArts d Sciences. He can be
reached at sports@bcheights.com

Eagles take out
cross-town rival
Field Hockey, from Bl
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these .17 girls is unbelievable,"
Lamb said. "I think it's unbeatable, they're extremely competitive. They hate to lose, it's a great
motivating factor for the program.
And you can see it, you can see
that desire to win, that desire
to compete. It's really evident
and quite honestly it's instilled
in them."
BC's momentum from the
first half carried over into the
second, when Anctil weaved her
way through three Monmouth
defenders to score unassisted,
bringing the score to 4-1. The
scoring output continued when
Feole recorded her second goal
of the game seven minutes later.
The Eagles then made it 6-1 on a
Courtney Tavener goal assisted by
Feole and sophomore Catherine
O'Brien. Feole added one more
goal assisted by Jessica Roberts
less than a minute later to make
the final score 7-1.
With her five points in the
game, Feole moved into fourth
place on BC's all-time career
points list. The senior from Wind-

ham, N.H. now has 94 points for
her career.
BC began the weekend with an
impressive overtime victory over
Boston University, 4-3. Feole had
two goals in the game, including the game-winner in the 74th
minute. Anctil and Gillis both
added goals of their own, while
Tavener also had two assists. The
Eagles will look to continue their
unbeaten streak when they next
take on both the University of
Maryland and UMass during the
weekend, two of the best teams in
the nation.
"This is actually our toughest
weekend on the schedule," Lamb
said. "We play Maryland Saturday
then we go play UMass on Sunday.
Maryland will be number one in the
country and UMass will probably
be in the top 15, at least that high.
It's really preparation, we have to be
able to play that back-to-backlevel
type ofgames. I think every game
we're in a position to compete and
win. That's ajl you want to blow,
that when you step on the field,
you have the opportunity to win.
And this team has definitely put
themselves in that position." \u25a0
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A former BC soccer star finds international acclaim

By

Paul Sulzer

legs of the Spanish defenders. Dempsey
took advantage of the work Davies did
when he scored the game-clincher in the
73rd minute, smartly stealing theball from
an exhausted Sergio Ramos and swiftly
sending it to the back of the net.
With the win, the U.S. earned a
rematch with Brazil in the champion-

Asst. Sports Editor

Jonathan Bornstein surveys the field
before him from just beyond the touchline.

The United States has won an attacking
throw deepin Egyptian territory. But what
difference does it make? The Americans
haven't scored a single goal from the
run of play in 200 cumulative minutes of
Confederations Cup action. Undeterred,
Bornstein gives the Egyptians his best
head fake and tosses a bouncing ball to
Jozy Altidore, the 19-year-old sensation
who's hyped as the savior of American
soccer. Altidore uses his 6-foot-l frame
to shield the ball from the Egyptian defender. He turns and whips a low-flying
cross toward the Pharaohs' net. His cross
is poor, though, and it's snared by keeper
Essam El-Hadary, who thus far has looked
every bit the impenetrable wall he was
when he blanked Italy 1-0 in the previous
game. Another chance, another wasted
opportunity.
But fortune is on the Americans' side
tonight. Egyptian defender Ahmad Fathi

collides with his keeper, knocking the ball
free toward the goal line. American striker
Charlie Davies lunges for the ball before it
trickles out ofbounds. He keeps it in with
a clever first touch and sets his sights on
goal. He turns. He shoots. The ball deflects
offa helpless El-Hadary and in for a goal.
And with one shot, Charlie Davies introduced himself to the world.
Ed Kelly has been the soccer coach for
Boston College since 1988. He has coached
10 All-Amerieans dating back to his time
at Seton Hall. One of these exceptional
players, though, stands out.
"I met Charlie Davies when he was 14
years ofage, when he first went to Brooks,"
Kelly said. "I was at a game, and his high
school coach came over and said, 'I want
you to meet somebody. This is Charlie Davies, and I want you to watch him because
he's a BC kid.'"
"The main reason [I came to BC] was
because my father wanted me to stay as
close as possible so that he could go to all
of my games," Davies said.
Choosing to attend BC was not the only
decision Davies had to make coming out of
high school. He was a gifted athlete - so
gifted, in fact, that he was an Ail-American
in two sports, soccer and wrestling. During
his senior wrestling season at the Brooks
School in North Andover, Mass., Davies
lost only once, to the eventual national

Charlie Davies, who played soccer at Boston College for three seasons, helped the United States national team reach the Confederations Cup final.
program. With 15 goals and 36 points
in 16 games, he established new school
records across the board and was named
BC

the ACC Offensive Player of the Year. The
Missouri Athletic Club honored him as one
of three finalists for the Hermann Trophy,
given annually to the country's top college
soccer player.
After completing his junior season,
Davies decided to forgo his final year of
eligibility and turn professional. Despite
receiving an offer for a lucrative Generation adidas contract from the MLS, he
chose to try his luck abroad.
"It was really important for me to test
myself overseas and kind of get adjusted
to the way the soccer atmosphere is over
there, going through the ups and downs
at a younger age compared to going when
I'm 24 or 25 and going through the same
process," he said.
After a failed tryout with one of the
champipn on points.
most prestigious teams in the world, Ajax
But there was never any question which
Amsterdam of the Dutch Eredivisie, he
landed with Hammarby in the Swedish
sport the Manchester, N.H., native would
choose. Charlie's father,Kofi, played socAllsvenskan. Although Davies began the
cer professionally in his native Gambia
2007 season in the starting 11, he struggled
and the United States. Charlie took to to replicate his goal-scoring form from
soccer from a young age and developed his days as an Eagle and soon shuttled
rapidly. By his senior season at Brooks, he between a role as a starter and as a sub.
was one of the most sought-after recruits
His play improved throughout the year,
but he was unable to score a league goal
in the nation.
"Charlie was special early in his career,"
until the final game of the season.
That final game, though, was a reKelly said. "He had the mental freedom to
go and take risks, and he didn't care [if
minder of the potential Davies flashed at
he failed]. He always
BC and an indicator
believed that he was
of how bright his fu"Charlie was special
ture would be. Davies
going to be a superstar."
early in his career. He scored the first three
goals for Hammarby in
Davies quickly shot
had the mental
to stardom at BC, finda 4-0 win over GAIS.
The night was memoing the net nine times
to go and takerisks
in 20 matches en route
rable not just for the
and he didn't care [if
goals he scored but the
to winning Big East
way he scored them.
Rookie of the Year in
hefailed]. He always
On the first, just be2004. Although he was
believed that he was
fore the half, Davies
raw, Davies demonstrated the speed and
going to be a superstar!' chased down a long
finishing flair that so
through ball justbefore
the keeper could reach
astounded professional
Ed Kelly,
scouts.
it and flicked a quick
Boston College coach
The excitement over
shot in for his first goal
Davies' success early in
of the year. Then, in
the61st minute, Davies
his college career was
curtailed, however, when he suffered a took another through ball from much
devastating knee injury in the first game further away, made a single move, and
tapped a left-footed shot past the goalie
ofhis sophomore year that wouldkeep him
out for the remainder of the season. Davies
for his second score. He wrapped up the
lost out ona critical year of development game 14 minutes later when he blasted a
while the Eagles went 0-6-2 in conference volley to the lower-leftcorner to complete
after moving from the Big East to the his hat trick.
Atlantic Coast Conference.
The finishing touch, creativity, and
Despite missing almost his entire coordination the young striker displayed
during that final game carried over to
sophomore year, Davies was named team
captain heading into the 2006 season. the 2008 season. Davies dismantled
defenses, scoring 14 goals in 27 games,
He returned from the torn meniscus in
good for fourth-most in the Allsvenskan.
his right knee to answer any questions
doubters might have with the most domiHis relentless determination and overall
nant season any player has ever had in the
skill even inspired Hammarby supporters

freedom

-

to

adopt the rally

"There's only one

ship game. The Americans stunned the
Brazilians with a pair of early strikes.
First Dempsey scored off a long cross
from Spector before Davies combined
with Landon Donovan to score one of the
most beautiful goals in the tournament.
In the 27th minute, Brazil was pouring
men forward, trying to equalize. American
midfielder Ricardo Clark intercepted a
Brazilian pass and quickly found Donovan
to begin the counter. Donovan played a
perfectly placed through ball to Davies
with one man to beat. Davies slid forward
to meet the pass, sending a left-footed
return ball to Donovan, who took a deft
touch left to turn his man inside out before
drilling a shot past keeper Julio Cesar.
But the lead was short lived. Within the
first minute of the second half, Brazilian
forward Luis Fabiano received a pass at
the top of the penalty area, turned, and
launched a low shot that skipped past
both Jay DeMerit and Tim Howard for a
goal. Then, in the 73rd minute, Fabiano
struck again, forcefully heading the ball
past an overwhelmed Howard. Lucio
gave the Brazilians the lead for good with
a header off a corner kick in the 83rd
minute. The Americans, playing in their
first-ever FIFA tournament final, fell to
the most technically skilled team in the
world, 3-2.
"The guys were just excited that we
were able to advance,"Davies said. "I was
happy to be a part of it, but of course we
knew we still had our work cut out ahead
of us. We still had to play Spain and Brazil,
but after the tournament, everyone was
pretty satisfied with the way we played.
R just happened to be that we wanted
to win and hold the cup at the end of the
tournament, which we were unfortunately
not able to do."

dreamed of [this opportunity]," Davies
said. "Whenever I'm able to put, on a U.S.
improved, Davies caught the attention of men's national team shirt, it means the
the U.S. national team.
world to me."
"When the player makes the decision
Davies sat on the bench for the first two
to leave school, go to Europe, Ithink that
games of the tournament, as the U.S. was
you're not always sure what you're in store
thoroughly dominated by Italy and Brafor," said Bob Bradley, the coach of the zil, losing 3-1 and 3-0, respectively. The
U.S. national team. "But along the way, Americans were all but eliminated heading
you start to get a sense of how you need
into their final group match against Egypt
to train every day, what games are like,
they needed a 3-0 win over the Pharaohs
how you need to handle things in order and a 3- 0 Brazil win over Italy to advance.
to be on the field and be a regular and be
Bradley decided to change the starting 11
somebody that the team counts on. Ithink in hopes offinding a more potent attack,
As the fourth official held up the
there's a process and, for me, that's helped inserting Davies for the turnover-prone electronic board that signals substituCharlie a lot."
DaMarcus Beasley.
tions, Davies jogged
"I've really become an all-around
When Davies
onto the pitch with a
"Whenever I'm able
player," Davies said. "When I went over scored 21 minutes into
sense of purpose in
there, I was immature; I was young, really
the game, the Ameritoput on a U.S. men's
his stride. Two weeks'
raw. I think I've developed into a player
cans began to believe.
national team shirt, it after the Confederathat can hold up the ball for the team,
"It was kind of surtions Cup final, he had
means the world to me" agreed to transferfrom
real," he said of the
create chances, even when I don't have the
ball, open up space for teammates."
goal. "I've dreamed of
Hammarby to Sochaux
this, and for it to hapDavies earned Ins first national team
of France's Ligue 1.
Charlie Davies,
cap on June 2, 2007, when he came on pen was pretty amazSochaux had brought
Former BC soccer player
ing. When I scored,
as a substitute in a 4-1 win over China.
him in for games just
Although he played sparingly for the naI was just filled with
like this one.
tional team over the next two years, Davies joy. I just wanted to score a couple more.
Sochaux was trailing Bordeaux, the
made the most of his call-ups, breaking It ended up working out and I was really reigning French champions, by two goals
through for his first international goal in happy that I could help the team progress as the second half began. Davies had made
a 2-1 loss to Trinidad and Tobago on Oct.
through to the next round."
his debut a week earlier as a second-half
18, 2008.
Against preposterous odds, the U.S. substitute against Auxerre, but this was
His most significant experience, rallied for two more goals a sliding strike different. This was Bordeaux, after all; but
though, came as a member of the underby Michael Bradley in the 63rd minute moreover, this was his first chance to prove
-23 national team, which qualified for following a clinical counter attack and a if he could be an impact player in one of
the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing.
clutch header by Clint Dempsey in the71st the strongest leagues in the world.
Davies endeared himself immediately
Although he only made a single substitute minute offa beautiful cross from Jonathan
appearance for theU.S., which bowed out
Spector and Brazil beat Italy 3-0 to give to Sochaux supporters by scoring a goal
of the tournament after three group play the Americans a berth in the semifinals.
with his left foot from six yards out in the
"Before the game, we justreally wanted 61st minute. Although Bordeaux put the
games, his impact was apparent. Against
Nigeria, needing a tie to advance, Davies to go out with a win," Davies said. "We game out of reach with an 80th minute
came in for Stuart Holden in the 79th knew there was a small chance [to adgoal, Davies fought hard until theend, and
minute. The Americans were a man down vance] and once we were able to score one he was rewarded with his second goal of
and facing a 2-0 deficit, but theymanaged goal pretty early, I think the guys thought the game in stoppage time when he tapped
'Hey, maybe we have a chance at this.' We
to cut the lead to one when Sacha Kh'esa dangerous corner just over the goal line.
tan converted a penalty kick in the 88th really wanted to go out there and keep
Sochaux lost 3-2, but the team had found
minute. Two minutes later, Dax McCarty
on scoring, and once we were able to get its newest effective attacking option.
"Going to a top-notch league like
struck a vicious free kick into the box from the second one, I think everyone tasted it
30 yards out. Davies managed to get his and believed. I think that was the most France and being able to play every week
head to the ball, but his shot ricocheted important tiling that everyone knew it against some of the best competition in
the world is only going to make me a better
off the cross bar.
was achievable if we continued to push,
Davies impressed Bradley enough in hjs and we were able to get the third goal. player," Davies said.
Given all that he's accomplished allimited playing time to earn a place on the Luckily Brazil was able to hold off on their
ready, it's easy to lose sight of the fact that
23-man roster for the Confederations Cup 3-0 lead."
in South Africa in June.
In the semifinals, the U.S. drew Spain, Davies is still just 23. His best soccer is
"Charlie brings good physical qualities, the European champions and the No. 1 still ahead of him. With a couple of strong
so for years there's been a sense that, in
seasons in the French league, he could
team in the world. Spain outscored its
time, he would be able to help us, and I
opposition 8-0 in group play, while the find an English or Spanish team calling.
think that he matured a lot in the last few Americans netted four goals and conceded And as he continues to develop rapport
years," Bradley said "You can start to see six. The U.S. had not beaten a top-ranked with Altidore, Donovan, and Dempsey,
the U.S. attack looks increasingly intimiimprovements in the way he goes about team since the 1-0 triumph over Brazil in
dating. After surprising everyone in the
being a professional and you start to see the 1998 Gold Cup.
While Davies did not register a goal Confederations Cup, Davies is ready for
good improvement in terms of thinking on
the field, moving, knowing how to combine against Spain, he played a pivotal role in the ultimate test: the World Cup.
"As long as I keep progressing and
with his teammates and react when the helping the U.S. pull off the monumental
upset, 2-0. His sixth-minute bicycle kick working hard, I think I can continue to
ball turns over, those kinds of tilings."
"It's really incredible when you can sent the message that the Americans were fulfill my potential," he said. "Hopefully
by the time the World Cup comes around,
represent the country you've always stood
unafraid of the Spaniards, while his perby and were born in, and I've always sistent pressure on the attack wore out the I'll be in my top form." \u25a0
cry

Charlie Davies." As his form drastically

-

-

-

-

,

-

Italy, 3-0.
To score his crucial goal against Egypt, Charlie Davies (No. 9) kept the ball in play (left), took aim (center), and finished (right). The United States won the game, 3-0, and advanced to the Confederations Cup semifinals when Brazil beat
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Buenos Aires, Argentina

Connor Larsen

For The Heights

I'm sitting in a plastic chair on the 15th-floor patio
ofan apartment building in the heart ofBuenos Aires.
It's the middle of winter in the southern hemisphere,
but the winter in Buenos Aires is incredibly mild for
someoneborn and raised in the New England climate.
The stars are blocked out by the light pollution of a
city that never sleeps, but it's a beautiful night, and
a light breeze swirls around us.
I'm sitting in the corner of a table with over 20
people, one half young, eager Americans, and the
otherhalf a group of older Argentine gentlemen who
had invited us over to share in their asado, which is
the Argentine version of a barbecue. Argentina is the
worldleader in meat consumption per year, and from
the moment one lands it is easy to see how the asado
includes an enormous amount of meat specialties,
-

-

of Argentines, ruled for ten
years, and then was disposed
by a military overthrow. The

political parties today all

descend from Peron,

even

have spent the night practicing my Spanish, happy
too that I was submerged in the culture.
The night ends joyfully; we thank our friends
profusely for their hospitality, everyone a little drunk
off of so much red wine to wash down the food. As

I leave the apartment, I try to think about what the
experience really meant. It seems that to understand
any nation, one must dig deep into its past to see
why it is walking down this road and not that one.
Argentines, perhaps just like everyone else, perhaps
more than others, are deeply invested in their history.
I make a promise to myself that I will try harder in
the next semester to learn the macro-history of the
country, advice I would certainly dole out to any
student planning on studying abroad.
History anywhere is a lived history, and the
remnants are easy to find all over the city: from the
colonial past, to the European immigrations, to the
modern day metropolis. Argentina, like the United
States, is a land of immigrants, a melting pot of
culture that was second only to the United States

in welcoming immigrants during the nineteenthand
twentiethcenturies from Europe. Living in Argentina
is like living in an alternative reality that could easily
have been the homelandfor many of us if our ancestors had chosen this country and not that United
States. It seems that in spending the night at the
tableof the Argentine gentlemen, I had gained a new
perspectivewith which to view not only their country,
but also my own.

TRUE

I'M M SENIOR

LIFE

By

from chorizo though theyrun the gamut from far right to center to
to morcilla a farleft. Irecognize that the Argentine political system
limitless number has intricacies that I may never fully understand.
of ways to prepare
Itis a Eriday night, and the moodis light. A gentlemeat, some of which man tells me that Argentina is a carefree country,
one would rather not hear more like its bohemian brother Brazil than its dour
about, but that's the American neighbor Chile. His friend slowly gets drunk, and
in me speaking. We speak mostly in starts to tell stories from when he was a champion
Spanish, a little English, and they are enortango dancer. I tune in to listen to the academic, who
mously proud to teach us about their country, and has moved on to tell about Argentina's more recent
perhaps grateful to have some younger companions history; his face gets darker as he pours more wine
at their table.The men are gregarious and noisy, takfor himself. Talking to the men, I quickly realize two
ing turns betweenserving us Argentine red wine and things: one is thatI had not done my homeworkbefore
huddling over the enormous coal grill in the corner 1 embarked on this semester voyage, and that two, I'm
of the patio. They ask us what we study, what we
not going to be able to get nearly as close to the heart
want to do in Argentina. We want to get to know the
of Argentina as I thought I would.
I recognize that the deep
country, of course; we wantto feel like natives when
creases on the men's faces
we leave in six months.
are not merely old age lines
They talk to us about the history of the country,
how it had turned from a small dot on the periphery of as I had thought, but rather
the Spanish empire into one of the world'swealthiest the products of a deep lived
nations by the early twentieth century, with a higher experience of a country
standard of living than mbst of Europe. This was struggling with itself and
Argentina's prime moment, and Argentines aren't with the world. One gentlequick to forget it. Elaborate European elegance can men tells me that he admires
be seen all over the city, and it's the reason that that the United States has
Buenos Aires once received the nickname "Paris of never had any military coup
d'etats. Another one tells
the Americas,."
One of the gentlemen me what it was like to live
through the economic crisis
has had enough of the history lesson, so he goes to
in 2000, in which Argentina defaulted on the largest
get a music player from
downstairs so that we can foreign debt in history, and
dance tango on the rooftop. almost overnight the ArgenA more serious man, a doctine peso lost a third of its
tor or academic perhaps,
former value. In the corner,
turns to the legacy ofJuan
two of the American students are trying, rather unDomingo Per6n, the 1950s successfully, to dance the tango. Some of the other
general turned Populist gentlemen light a joint, as maryuana has just been
leader who won the hearts decriminalized across the country. I feel happy to
*

By

Trish

Daly

Heights Senior Staff
I had been living in Ignacio for a
few days already when I finally took
time off from reunion activities with
my roommates to make some sort
of 10-do lisL. The weekbefore class,
aside from being one giant hangover,
was also a time of reconnecting with
old friends, moving stuff from my
oil'-campus apartment to the dorm,
and discovering that a kitchen is
useless without utensils and food
(Lean Cuisines). Only after these
considerations had been taken care
of did I recall that books are necessary for class
so I dragged myself
up to MeElroy one afternoon for my
first visit to the BC Bookstore in nine
months.
Unsurprisingly, I had forgotten to
write down my course numbers, so
after gaping at the table of Boston
College "Snuggies", I wandered the
book section looking for the names
ofmy professors. I had been strolling

around with an empty basket for 10
minutes when a bookstore employee
approached me and said, "You look
confused you need some help?" I
-

admitted to being confused, joking,
"You'd think I wouldhave figured this
out by my senior year." To my chagrin
he replied, "Oh, I thought you were
a freshman! I was gonna mess with
you." Ugh. I believe the expression
"fml" is in order. Of course I wish I
was a freshman again, with four years
here ahead of me, but to be confused
for one as a senior is a bit deflating.
Although it's a blow to senior
pride to be sized up as a freshman,
admitting to being a senior carries its
own weight. It invites the inevitable
question, "So, what are you doing'
next year?" And I usually respond
with my stock answer, "Yeah, I guess
it's about the time where I should
start figuring that out, huh?" This is

undoubtedly going to be the best year
ofmy college career, with new heights
of academicachievement and new
lows of debauchery and as for the
future, I find myselfcasually planning
a suicideleap from the parking garage on the night before commencement. Extreme, I'll admit, but my
lack of a post-grad plan, which never
worried me before, is slowly becoming an issue and it's only September. Meanwhile, my vague plans grow
more outlandish and unaffordable by
the day, with my latest in-a-perfect-

-

world itinerary including a crosscountry road trip to summer music
festivals, followed by a backpacking
trip in Peru, followed by a move to
Australia, to work. Realistic, no?

But honestly, it's WAY too early
to worry about May. I've been too
busy adjusting to life on campus after

abroadand a summer
ofwork to look toward the future.
There's a lot to rediscover in the
first week back. I walked around like
a bemused idiot on the first day of
classes, smiling to see BC-isms I had
forgotten about: the piano player
in Eagles' Nest, my favorite cashier
in the Rat, and the gratification of
a semester

paying for food with my BC ID. I was
squinting at passersby I might know,
trying to ascertain whether I actually
knew them, having not seen them in
nine months, or just felt the irresistible urge to greet them because they
looked vaguely familiar.And between
saying hello to people I don'tknow, I
rediscovered the glory of jogging up
every stair on campus trying to get
from the Gate to Gasson in five minutes. Which is still impossible.
There are new joys as well: it's
been a nice surprise to discover

that groups mixed as a result of the

off-campus living and travels abroad
of junior year, so it's easy to make
new friends.

And a new era of Mod
patronage has begun, which became

apparent on the first game day when
my friends and I barely refrained
from posing for a picture outside the
Mods in front of the "21 and Over'
-

sign. Seniors were everywhere, eating
barbecue food and basking in the
glory of making it into the Promised

Land, a Mod tailgate. (Tailgate MVP:
a certain Heights editorwho was feverishly making delicious pulled-pork
sandwiches.) There was the hilarity
of being in the stands amid a sea of
freshmen, with certain opportunistic
seniors dropping loud hints about
that age-old "tradition"offreshmen
buying hot dogs for seniors. And at

night, there's a new socialscene for
the latest generation of 21-year-olds,
for examplethe absurdity of waiting
in line for the storied divebar known
affectionately as MA's; a dubious
honor to be sure, but it won't get
old until at least the second week of
class.
By all accounts and my own experience, the year has kicked off auspiciously for the class of2010. Pun is
being had, the whole year lies ahead,
and in the absence ofcareer-oriented
planning, the only goals I have are to
attend everybig campus event, milk
this year for all its worth, and never
be mistakenfor a freshman again. I
remember the highs andlows of being
a high school senior: comfortably
college-bound students wrote melodramatic essays for English classes (I
wrote a particularly atrocious metaphor for graduating, something about
leaving a familiar shore for unknown
waters), teachers and administrators
waxed poetical about the "best times
of our lives," well-wishers threw trite
phrases around it seemedsolemn
and urgent at the time, but in retrospect, it was ridiculous. So I'll resist
the temptation of attaching signifi-

cance to this new school year. True
life: I'm a senior. One year older, but
none the wiser.
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HUMOR

OUTSIDE THE BUBBLE

September is just not the same awayfrom

Blair

Thill

It didn't really hit me until I was
in~a Starbucks on NYU's campus. I sat in a plush armchair, sipping
on my syrupy caramel macchiato, as
students seemed to suddenly flood
around me faster than I could say
"Welcome Week."
It was a stark contrast to the previous two weeks in which I had started
my new internship, when this particular Starbucks was rarely filled with
more than five or six patrons. The
hordes of future NYU alumni were
now monopolizing almost all of the
once spacious room. But I didn't mind
it gave me a chance to examine the
heroin chic females and super-skinny
male physiques of the student popul
sitting

tion.

I started to mentally compare them
to the J. Crew catalogue of the Boston
College campus, and it was that
precise moment in which it hit me. I
was there with the NYU kids instead
of moving ba<~k into BC. For the first

time in four years, it was September,
and I was not in Chestnut Hill.
I'd like to say that I took this realization well. I'd like to say that I simply threw up my hands and exclaimed,
"C'est la vie," as the Irish girl band
Be\ ched had done when I was in the
fifth grade. I'd like to say the future I
saw for myself was so bright it blinded
my nostalgia. I'd like to say those
things, but I can't, ./hat did happen

was very different.

I pushed the idea to the back of
mind, so I could resume my trek
to work and be a semi-functional human being. I succeeded in this task (I
think) and proceeded at the end of the
day to Penn Station to board NJ Transit back to my hometown. And that's
where it hit me again hard. Luckily,
the rest of the commuting community had the foresight not to sit next
to me. They must have sensed that a
storm was a' brewing.
I literally started to cry 10 minutes
into my train ride. Not loud, obnoxious sobs mind you, because I still
had a shred of dignity left, but there
were definite tears.
The truth is - and this is a spoiler
alert to all current seniors senior
week and graduation give you no time
to get the proper closure one would
need to leave BC. If you were in a
my

-

-

He

four-year relationship, and you went
from seeing your significant other
ever day to never seeing them again,
how would you feel? What about if he
or she told you it was imperative that
you be emotion illy ready to leave the
relationship by 8 p.m. the same day?
How would you feci then?
My guess is that you would be
hurt, confused, and sent directly
into a little territory called "denial."
So who, pray tell, ever in their right
mind thought this was a good plan to
employ against the graduating seniors
ofBC?

What people don't tell you is that
the stress of graduation day does not
leave much time to be sentimental.
Of course, the class of 2009 had it
particularly hard, seeing as how it
must have been about 20 degrees
colder than the average May temperature with a steady mist clouding our
emotions
not to mention the rock-

a-by baby commencement speech
given by documentary filmmaker Ken

Burns.
As I walked off the field to get my
friends and I bought a hot pretzel
with one last swipe of my Eagle One
Card, I heard at least three people
say it was the worst graduation they
had ever been to. Between these (literally) cold, hard facts and my refusal

to let my parents see me get emotional, I refused to acknowledge that
this was the end of my college career.
Right, because it was obviously better to acknowledge it while riding NJ

Transit.
It has been a comfort to talk to my
fellow graduates and learn that I am
not alone in this September realization. Despite always wanting to move
to the South, my friend who goes to
graduate school in Georgia constantly
talks about how even though she's still
technically in college, the experience
just isn't the same.
She misses the sensation of walking across campus and knowing 50
percent of the people she passes by in
some way, shape or form. Friends who
thought they were ready to graduate
are catching a case of the BC blues
and trying to plan a pilgrimage back.
It's not that the real world is as scary
as all of us expected because it has
honestly been relatively painless.
College just grabs you in a way that
high school never could, and when it
comes time to let go four years later,
nothing can properly prepare you to
finally release your grip.
Blair Thill, BC '09, is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at

blair.thill@gmail.com.

Said

Said

She

at BC

Now that we're back on campus, I don't know if I want to get back
together with the guy I started seeing at the end of last year. I
don't know if he's interested either he probably had some summer
fling. Should I get back together with him?
Damsel in distress
-

Meghan Says:

He probably did have a summer fling or three didn't you? But summer's over and
Among the ranks of student loans and garnering high marks is the ever-present challenge of overcoming summer relationship hiatuses. Many a Boston College
there are plenty of opportunities to awkw.rdly reconnect with old flames, particularly
when in the vicinity offilled solo cups. You can certainly go that route, though I can't
student has faced this test, and depending on the preparedness or timidity of the
promise that will lead to you two getting b» "k together
players involved, the results may vary. Often this conundrum can be boiled down
to the statuses of the couple. You control your own destiny here, but allow me th.
The question is, do you really want to? It's the start of a new year, which means
you're likely in a new living situation, with a fresh set of neighbors, classmates, and
moment to explain the basics.
The outcomes of these breaks often can be predicted by a few constant but possibilities. Since you are unattached and don't seem convinced that this guy is the
love of your life, i* "nipht be worthwhile to become
socially shallow factors, the most standard of
which is general hotness. Who is getting the betfriends with some of the guys you were too busy to
the dude you're daling knows that you are
ter deal in terms of looks in this relationship? If
notice last semester. There's no need to rush into
5, he'll jump right back into your
anything, especially since you've only displayed
the dude you're dating knows that you are a 7 a 7 and he's a
and he's a 5, he'll jump right back into your arms arms come September.
the roles are reversed, and lukewarm en ; msiasm toward your former relationship.
come September. If the roles are reversed, and you're the one who is bagging the trophy, nothing
That doesn't mean you have to ignore him
you're the one who is bagging the trophy, nothguaranteed." Dave, on the
completely though. You two obviously had someing is guaranteed. If the latter situation is true, is
you better be keeping tabs on your spring boo's
thing before and while summer might have intersummer exj its. Try to keep the Facebook stalking to a minimum. After you assess rupted things, that doesn't mean the relationship is beyond salvaging. Since you're
not sure what you want, no less what he wants, why don't you feel it out? Spend some
your chances of re-engaging your previous lover, shift your focus to the strategy
you'll use to secure him.
time with him to see if you two still have chemistry and if you are even still interested
Let's say you have assessed and deemed the dude re-catchable. Where do you
in him. Meet him for lunch, invite him over to see your new place or hang out with
go from here? The key is simplicity in layers. First, start with a few texts here and
him at a party. Keep things casual and friendly and your options open. Maybe the
there. Nothing too much. Maybe a "hey wachu up 2?" and then a "party @ radnor
summer apart will have helped you gain some perspective and you might realize you
;)." The winky face is clutcK If the responses are good, move to a call. Once again,
two are souhnates after all. Or maybe you'll discover he'd actually make a pretty good
not too much too soon.
friend, even though the relationship has fizzled. Give it some time and see how things
At some point you'll run into each other on campus and recall the events of your naturally develop.
summer, and it will be awkward, but necessary. Frcm here the situation is in your
In the meantime, if you're really curious as to whether he's been seeing other girls
hands. Just remember there are always more fish at that uncomfortably warm party
or if you have any competition, there's always the option of obsessively facebookin your friend's basement.
stalking him. But you've probably already done that.
-

"If

If

-

Dave Givler is an editor for The Heights. He welcomes comments at givlerd@bcheights.
com.

vampire

Dan

Esposito

For over a year now, some
strange, sick fascination with all
things vampire has been sweeping
the country. With the obnoxiously
Mormon romance novels of the
Twilight series now available in
book, film, and fruit snack (probably) form, the whole vampire thing
is at fever pitch. Whether you enjoy
reading Dead until Dark or watching
The Vampire Diaries (I imagine it's
something like a cross between Clarissa Explains it All and Dracula 2000)
there is a weirdly specific vampire
niche for you. In fact, bloodsucking
creatures haven't seen this kind of
media saturation since "Tick-mania" in the summer of '91.
I have to imagine if vampires did exist they must be going
through a terrible identity crisis
right now. Suddenly it's very in
vogue to be a vampire, but maybe
the vampire's real concerns and
values aren't being accurately
represented. It's the same way I felt
about being Italian when Growing
up Gotti was on TV. If we take our
cues from True Blood, the most baffling show on television currently
possibly ever, vampires have few
concerns beyond constant sex and
occasional drug dealing. Oh, and
they can run up stairs really quickly.
All I'm saying is that maybe what
we're idolizing isn't really vampires
but some kind of crazy hedonistic
lifestyle that we justify by attributing it to the undead. I mean, all of
us remember the kid who dressed
up as a vampire for Halloween in
grade school; white face paint,
fake widow's peak, red corn syrup
dripping down the chin. That kid
sucked! He was unimaginative,
pudgy, and, more often than not,
picked last in kickball. Point being,
it was never cool tp be a vampire
until some sick weirdo asked that
inevitable question "What would
vampire sex be like?" It's been a
slippery slope down to True Bloodjunction. Anyways odds are vampires aren't real, but as a precaution, I've included a list of alternate
ways to defeat a vampire should you
...

?

Dave Says:

How to
kill a

facts oflife

Meghan Michael is a senior staff columnist for The Heights. She welcomes comments at
michaeme@bcheights.com.

ever encounter one. Enjoy.
Report the vampire to INS his
thick Transylvanian accent will be
more than enough cause to have him
deported.
Invite the vampire to a day at
-

-

-

the beach; "forget" your parasol.
Trade the vampire to the Washington Nationals.
While playing RISK, lure the
vampire into a land-war in Asia.
Go to a concert played by the
vampire's favorite band.
Challenge the vampire to a
"garlic-eating" contest.
Challenge the vampire to a
"stakes-through-the-heart" contest.
Go second. (Additional note: Never
challenge the vampire to a "turning
into a bat" contest).
-

-

-

-

COLLEGE CONNECTIONS

-

The six people you meet in high school now
-

-

you always fe

i

little judged due to

the fact that her college experience
can be summed up in two words: rising above (you, me, and the bour-

Michelle Kaczmarek
You wouldn't know it from looking at my Facebook picture albums,
but the group offriends that I part
with every year come move-in day
have changed drastically from the

Louisville-sweatpants-wearing girls I
knew so well in high school.
Each, their own product of college
self-rediscovery, even though my
mother's notice of their change may
only apply to how much baby fat they
have lost. Marjorie may have grown
into such a beautiful young lady, but
it comes down to much more than
that. I will explore the process with a
set of six misnomers, examples taken
from my own experience.
1) Holden Caufield: You are not
sure il Marjorie made any friends
in college, because it seems Marjorie never was able to get over high
school. In high school, she was the
one who outshined everyone and was
always a little too driven. If she has
changed at all, it was all predicted
that one time you and your friends
sat down senior year and planned
your futures together. Now sharing
college stories is awkward because

geoisie).
2) The retired saint: Before college, she was cool without trying, if
only because she didn't know it and
didn't care. In college, under the
fresnman pressure of trying to find
that place where one effortlessly
belonged, she exerted a little too
much effort and lost her mojo, not
to mention something else as well.
Her college friends are too cool for
school and she might just hang by
their every word. Obviously pleased
with herself, she prides herself on
the person that she has evolved into,
and laughs at her past, present, and
future self. We come to realize that
it's all OK, because it was bound to

happen

anyway.

3) Dr. Jekyll: You saw it coming but never dared to dream that

it would happen. Parents loved her,
teachers loved her; she was the quiet
girl in the corner. After four years
this hasn't changed, but after that
one weekend visit to her school, you
know that she is no longer as innocent as she once was. A self-discovered wild child, she has succeeded in
outshining everyone in the morningafter stories, and good for her.
4) Wise beyond her years: Marie
may not remember half of freshman
year, but after a year or two, she got

her act together, and not only does
she know who she is, but has learned
to accept it. After her rebellious
phase, she has come out wiser than
the rest, which only serves as a constant surprise.

5) FVankenstein: The one who
picked her college by closing her eyes
and pointing a finger. She goes to
school in an alternate universe that
is only accessible by selling one's

soul. Her college stories involve situations that are only seen in movies,
and the fact that she talks about
them so matter-of-factly is disturbing. Even if she was your best friend,
and even though you still call her
that, she is a different person. Out of
all your friends, you worry about her
the most and knowing that sooner
or later someone will have to kick
some sense into her, you dread the
day that you will move in together
and have to bring her back down to
reality.
6) Never left home: The one that
never changed, and thus is the most
absurd out of the whole bunch. In
remaining unchanged, she only
proved how different everyone has all
become. You still love her anyway, if
only because her presence reminds
you of the beauty of youth.
Summer after freshman year, the
change was disturbing, especially because it distracted us from our equal
efforts to impress each other.
Summer after sophomore year, it

seemed like it was time to give up.
The thought that these were lifetime
friends had to be dismissed. No one
exerted as much energy as the other
to keep in touch, and really, why
should anyone care? After all, high
school was over.
Summer after junior year, everyone pursued their own path, near
and faraway. But with age and a little
help from the economy came the
realization that our roots are probably the most defining aspect of our
lives. The lie was just a lie; we were
all LA girls at heart and even if we
failed to spend every waking moment
together, our friendship is no longer
based on convenience.
And with all of this, how in the
world is it possible that the picture I
took this past summer making sushi
with my high school friends is indistinguishable from the pictures I took
fresh after our senior trip?
Conversations are no longer about
the only male teacher in school's
great hair; they are now about the
economy and Marjorie's new haircut.
Our friendship is no longer based on
the fact that we have similar class
schedules; instead, it thrives on our
genuine acceptance of our roles in
each other's lives.

Michelle Kaczmarek is a senior staff
columnist for The Heights. She welcomes
comments at kaczmarm@bcheights.com

Napalm.

Date the vampire. Submit him
to be a contestant on Tool Academy.
Be extremely critical of the first
draft of the vampire's novel.
Convince the vampire to con-

-

-

vert to Scientology.

Send the vampire's computer
browser history to his current employer.
Run over the vampire's dog.
Engage the vampire in a discussion about international trade law
that is far beyond his grasp.
If you are Corey Haim, shoot
the vampire through the heart with a
bow and arrow honestly, just being
Corey Haim ought to do the trick
-

-

-

-

...

though.
Marry the vampire, spend a few
comfortable, happy years together
during which you raise a small family. As the marriage grows loveless,
start spending longer hours at the
office. When the vampire complains
that you are not spending enough
time with him or the children,
respond that you work all day to put
food on the table and a roof over
their heads. See a vampire marriage
-

counselor but don't take it seriously.
Drag the vampire through a long and
emotionally violent divorce. Retain
custody of the children. Finally,
drive a stake through his heart.
Dan Esposito is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments
at espositod@bcheigkts.com.
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Moving in: Trek back to campus brings unique hassles
By Jacquelyn Herder

my roommate is a huge plus. No
big surprises to anticipate like
freshman year." Wartski, who is
from Florida, agrees. "Knowing
my wonderful roommates takes
off stress, and the fact that for
the most part I have everything
I will need for this year barring
any major runs to Bed, Bath,
and Beyond I would definitely
say I'm less stressed for moving
in sophomore year," she says.
"Of course, it's also a little
more complicated when home
is over a thousand miles away
because forgetting something
and lack of proximity to home
made me double and triple
check my bags, and I would say
that definitely in that fear of forgetting something I absolutely

Features Editor

The beginning of a new school
always brings with it an
abundance of feelings. Freshmen are anxious at the prospect
of the unknown and excited for
beginning the next four years.
Returning students are ready to
get back into the swing of things,
and being reunited with friends
after a summer of separation is
nothing short of joyous. While
the start of a new school year
ushers in joy and excitement, it
also brings about the inevitable
dread and stress of moving in.
For freshmen, move-in isn't
just about the panic that ensues
when trying to figure out how
to squeeze all your belongings
into a tiny room that not only
has limited storage but is also a
space that you will most likely be
sharing with at least one other
person. For just about every
new student entering college,
this is also their first time living on their own and having to
deal with the responsibility that
comes with it.
"My biggest concern about
moving in as a freshman was
definitely just the fact that I
was diving headfirst into an unknown situation," says Teresa
Herran, A&S '13. "Orientation helped in that I got more
of a feel of where to go, but it
was still really hard to picture
myself here with a totally new
group of people." -Herran is
not only a freshman, but is
also from Florida and lives on
Newton Campus. "I thought
I'd be bummed about being on
year

expensive to cart my things back
and forth."

Juniors also tend to have
special move-in stress, as this
is the year many of them live off
campus. "I live in the area, so
moving in wasn't very stressful,"
says Tucker Elcock, A&S '11. "I
was able to do it in about three
trips. I'm not a person who really gets stressed out, so living
on or off campus wasn't really
an issue. I don't go home any
more often than someone who
lives out of state, but it's nice

-

-

The moving-in process takes a toll on dorm room organization for students returning to their new on-campus home.
Newton, but I figured that if I
had to live off campus, it might
as well be freshman year when
I didn't really know any different. Taking a bus every morning is pretty much the same as
driving to school. Right now, I
am worried about the winter! I
mean, right now it's 65 degrees
outside, and honestly, that's
winter in my mind! Being so
far away from home, my main
concern was definitely getting
homesick. I'll come right out
and say it I pretty much have
it made at home: my own room,
my own bathroom, and my
-

mom's cooking. But, honestly,
[the move] has gone so much
more smoothly than I expected.
I miss home, but it's so exciting

to put myself in a new situa-

tion and environment that it's
worth it.
Fortunately for all freshmen,
the Office of Residential Life
has a program -called Welcome
Wagon, a volunteer service
made up of about 200 students
who have donated their time to
help incoming freshmen move
in. "The feedback is always very
positive," says Monica St. Louis,
assistant director ofresidential
life for community standards.
"The students and parents appreciate the help in moving the
students, but really appreciate
the students creating a positive
environment for them to move
onto campus. They really enjoy
the interaction with the upper"

class students. The students
really are the ones who ensure
a smooth and quick move onto
campus."

While moving in freshman
has its stresses, sophomores, juniors, and seniors alike
all agree that moving in does get
a bit easier as the years go by.
Christie Wartski, A&S '12, and
her roommate Renee Marchant,
A&S '12, both agree that experience makes packing easier, and
that they tended to not bring as
many unnecessary items with
them as the years went by.
"Moving in as a sophomore
was much easier," Marchant
says. "For one thing, I knew exactly what to bring, where to go,
what to expect. Also, knowing
year

to be able to go home if I forgot
something or have my parents
bring it to me."

Suzanne Nolan, A&S '11,
has a slightly different take on
moving in while living off campus. "I live in Chicago and my
roommate is also from out of
state, so trying to get furniture
from one place to the other was
difficult," Nolan says. "But now
that we have everything set
up, living off campus is totally
fab!"
Walter Ciacci, A&S '10, is
moving back on campus after two
years of living off campus, and he
has unique move-in stress. "I was
offcampus for two years, so coming back on campus definitely
had its worries for me," Ciacci

over packed for freshman year.
While unpacking at the beginning of this summer, I seriously
evaluated the wardrobe situation again and have decided
that I am packing much more
efficiently this year."
Breana Ware, A&S '11, is a
residential assistant living on
campus. Hailing from Atlanta
she agrees that one of the hardest things about living out of
state is trying to remember to
pack everything because trying
to get it once you have left is
,

especially difficult.
"In some ways it is less
stressful now that I'm in my
third year, because a lot of my
stuff for the year is already in
Boston [in storage]," Ware says.
"The only thing that is harder is
the new airport policy that they
charge for any suitcase after the
first when you're flying nationally. That makes it a lot more

says.

"We' got really used to pretty
much doing whatever we wanted
whenever we wanted to and to
come back to rules and regulations in your face is very different. The biggest things might be
having to quiet down with music
and the TV, but since we live in
the Mods;-1 don't really think it
will be a problem." \u25a0

Superfan shirts
showcase spirit
when the Office of First Year Expe-

Superfans, from Bl
"It

was a

struggle initially be-

easier to mobilize
50 people rather than 9,000. But
people at BC love their school
and jump at any chance to show
how much they love their 'school,"
cause

RYAN KILLANY

/
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Paid summer internships hard to
come by in a tightening economy
afford to do so, and the intern-

By

Laurel Manlow
For The Heights

ships that do pay have become

The task of finding an internship can be daunting for
any college student. Trying to
research opportunities, improve
a resume, maintain grades, and
keep up with old hobbies while
perhaps holding another job is
completely overwhelming if not
handled with the perfect amount
ofoptimism and blitheness. Due
to the economic recession, this
past year seemed especially
bleak for summer internship applicants who planned on earning
more than the opportunity to
augment their curriculum vitae.
Thousands of college students
-

-

are even paying up to $8,000 to
services such as University of
Dreams just to secure internships. Just as an education no
longer ends at the undergraduate level, summers spent at
the beach now seem utterly

insufficient. Michigan State's
Employment Research Institute
revealed that three-quarters of
all college students have had
internship work experience,
whereas only 35 to 40 percent
did in the 1980's. Internships
that were previously an option
for the highly motivated have
become a basic necessity for
any undergraduate student who
wants to demonstrate that he or
she is capable of being successful in life outside of college.
A resume-booster can be all
the more enticing when it comes
with a paycheck or a possible
job offer. Interns are starting
out at companies without the
expectation of being hired in
years to come. Unfortunately,
this year many employers that
previously paid can no longer

all the more competitive. Mike
Domanico, A&S '10, applied to
four or five internships and was
only accepted to the one that
was unpaid. He had not given
much attention to one, which
was unpaid. Initially, Domanico
assumed that he would rather
have a paid job, even though
the work itself may not have
been enjoyable. However, after
completing an unpaid marketing internship at Boston Music
Spotlight, he has absolutely no
regrets.

"I wanted a grown-up job,
got the shirt and tie, went to all
the info sessions, applied to all

those business-sell-your-soul
jobs, saw the ones I was 'supposed to' apply for and kept
this one on the backburner
then I loved it," Domanico said.
Although he admits it was not
ideal, he was doing something
he genuinely enjoyed for a publication that gave him flexible
enough hours that he was still
able to go on family vacations
and see his friends often.
This may not have been the
typical experience for other
Boston College students. Not
only did Natalia Ivanytsky,
CSOM '10, remain optimistic
about finding something related to her.. Within the Carroll
School of Management, the
general expectation has been
that most interns will be paid,
and that interns with positions
at top companies will be paid
...

more.

Students with less specific
career goals, like some Arts and
Sciences students who have not
yet linked their strengths with a
future career, were a little more

lost in the internship game.
If a student has already defined his or her objectives, there
is more pressure to go ahead
and fulfill them. "It was hard
for everyone to find an internship in this economy, but CSOM
students feel obligated to have
one; it's not as if it's the end of
the world if you don't get one
if you're in A&S," commented
Ivanytsky with surety. Ivanytsky searched for an internship through campus recruiting.
As amanagement major with a
concentration in accounting,
she understood the role of BC's
reputation and relationship with
certain companies. She became
an assurance intern at Pricewaterhouse Coopers (PWC),
where she says about 75 percent
of workers were once interns.
Ivanytsky, along with fellow
CSOM students, hoped for an
internship that would secure an
entry-level position for her next
fall. Ivanytsky could have applied to work at a smaller firm,
where she would be exposed to
a wider variety of tasks than
were at her fingertips at PWC;
however, she would have most
likely had to sacrifice the opportunity to return next fall to
a thriving firm.
Pricewaterhouse Coopers
is one of the four largest accounting firms in the world and
brings in the most revenue of
any firm. Working at a "Big 4"
was optimal for Ivanytsky. She
decided to pay attention to
her more practical side and is
now relieved that, amist all of
the chaos, she is already guaranteed a position in her field
at a "Big 4" accounting firm.
Ivanytsky speculates that with
the instability of this year's job

market, more people than usual
will accept the offer to return
to PWC.
Students in Arts and Sciences tend to, when looking for
a summer internship, expect to
gain experience and a recommendation rather than competitive pay or a job offer for
the next year. Caroline Merck,
A&S '10, worked for a local
congressman in New York. After
reflection and evaluation of her
prospects during a recession,
she decided to pursue jobs that
were not published as internship programs. "I accepted the
fact that I wouldn't be paid if I
wanted to do something interesting," she says. She looked
mostly for something that could
provide her with information in
one
a field she's considering
that could help her decide her
career path. Merck's brother,
David Merck, A&S '11, planned
on going abroad first semester
butdecided to stay in Boston
and search for a paid internship
instead.
Overall, most students accepted the fact that this year's
internship experience would not
be comparable to any other. Top
companies canceled trips that
had been a part of their internship program for many years.
Countless organizations have
lowered their intern salaries,
while others have eliminated
salaries and stipends altogether
as a result of the economic climate. For interns at companies
less affected, the internship
search and experience carried
on as usual. However, most BC
students witnessed visible signs
of the recession and they still
made the most of their opportunities. \u25a0
-

-

it

rience chose to give each student a
SuperFan shirt during orientation.
As a result, the shirts have come to
represent the unity of not just the
school's sports fans but the student
body as a whole.
The silent spectators that so
disappointed Bridge and Millette
a dozen years ago are now drowned
out by one ofthe most vocal student
sections in the country.BC students
are routinely recognized by opponents as some of the most raucous
in the Atlantic Coast Conference.
"We were initially just putting
some shirts together to show some
pride for our school at sporting

was

Bridge said.
By the fall of their senior year,
the BC Bookstore agreed to buy
the first 500 shirts for free, and
the store put its logo on the back.
Students spread the word that the
nationally televised football game
against Virginia Tech would be
the Gold Rush game and students
would wear their SuperFan shirts.
Three days before the game
against the Hokies, Bridge and
Millette wrote a letter to the students that appeared in The Heights,
exhorting their classmates to demonstrate the same passion that
they themselves displayed every
Saturday.
"Think how intimidating.it
will be for other teams to come
to Alumni Stadium or into Conte
Forum and see a sea of gold," they
wrote in the Oct. 5,1998 edition of
The Heights. "Think about students
screaming and yelling, helping
BC and distracting the opponent.
Think about those people watching ESPN and saying, 'Wow, look
at how crazy the fans are at BC
Think about years from now when

events," Bridge said. "I'm
to see people tie in an emotional
factor with it as well. I hope that
people continue to tie their own
thoughts and put their own twist
on it every year."

While SuperFan shirts have
inspired students to support the
Eagles as loudly as possible every
Saturday, the alumni and other
non-student sections have yet to
catch the same school spirit.
In the faU of 2004, the Student
Traditions Task Force introduced
the maroon Alumni SuperFan Tshirts in an effort to, change the
culture of alumni fandom. The
maroon shirts are yet to invoke
the same enthusiasm as their gold
counterparts.
Students remain undiscouraged
by the quiet nature of the alumni,
though. Just 12 years ago, after all,
the students themselves watched
silently as classmates like Bridge
and Millette tried to pump up
the crowd. If the students can be
won over by the contagiousness
of SuperFandom, the hope is that
continued success will encourage
the alumni to follow suit.
"It's something we are very
proud of," Bridge said. "It's great
to see other people share that same
passion. We had a lot of things go
our way to help make this happen.
It's hard to believe we are having
this conversation today." \u25a0

this becomes a tradition. It will be
known all over BC kids wear gold
and go nuts."
Although the Eagles lost 17-0 to
the Hokies, the evening was nonetheless momentous. Rain-soaked
SuperFans stood and cheered
throughout the game. At halftime,
BC retired the jerseys of legends
Doug Flutie and Mike Ruth. Past
and future traditions met at a crossroads for one special night.
Since then, the gold shirts that
Bridge and Millette popularized
have continued to swathe the student body. BC institutionalized the
tradition in the summer of 2004,
-
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Monday, September 14, 2009

Goodbye
Summer,

Hello, BC!

Jacquelyn Herder

Back to Boston and back to school.
Everything is back to normal except...
where are all the juniors?
OK, melodramatic, but seriously,
thereis in fact an absence of them on
campus, and I just don't mean because
we have moved en masse to the mythical lanes of South Street and the like.
Junior year is known as the year when
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students go abroad, and it is looked
forward to with anxiety and anticipation alike. Some students will be away
from BC for an entire semester, while
some students will opt for a summer
course. Students going abroad are excited for the opportunities and experiences that they will have, and yet many
are nervous about being away from a
school they love and the separation
from friends. Students not spending a
semester abroad have many of the same
feelings; they worry about missing their
friends, and they wonder what they are
missing out on by not leaving school,
and yet, are excited to continue to
have the experiences they have grown
to love here on campus. And how do I
know all ofthis? Well, I'm psychic. Just
kidding. But I am one of the students
who decided to stay behind, while the
majority of my friends will be gone for
a semester, and these mixed emotions
are something that we are not only all
feeling but have discussed candidly
with each other. I decided against leaving for a semester because, to be honest, I didn't want to spend six months
away from home. For me, BC still has a
lot to offer, and I think that I would be
doing myself a disservice by not staying
and seeing what is in store for me. Instead, I went on a three-week program
to Venice, Italy this past summer, and
it turned out to be one of the best
things I ever did. For me, it provided a
taste ofbeing immersed in a different
culture without ever losing the novelty
of the experience.
Venice is an incredibly unique city,
and it is just as romantic and idyllic as I imagined it would be. History
came alive and I really couldn't help
but wonder what the past habitants of
Venice would think if they could see
their city now. Venice, more so than
almost any other city I have ever been
to, is a labyrinth. Around almost every
corner there seems to be a pleasant
surprise or a delightful discovery, and
some corners are really not corners
at all; rather they dead-end directly
into the canal (mindless wandering is
not advised). Lots to explore, and not
to mention plenty of opportunities to
get good and lost now that was an
adventure in and of itself. Let's just say
that my navigation skills are less than
perfect (or existent). For people with
a better sense of direction, walking
around Venice is like letting loose a kid
in a toy store. For me, it was more like
letting a squirrel run across an eightlane highway getting to the other side
is nothing short of miraculous. How I
didn't end up in a canal, or somehow
manage to wander all the way to Switzerland, I will never know.
Aside from the challenges of getting
from point A to point B, Venice was by
far one of the most interesting places I
have been, and the three weeks I spent
with the other members of the program
were truly priceless. The history, the
beauty, and the culture all lent themselves to the combination of charm
and majesty possessed by Venice. If
you aren't going away for the semester
(or even if you arel) consider one of
BC's many summer programs. Three
weeks, and some truly great memories.
I guarantee it. (Yes, this is a plug for
the summer programs here at BC, and
a shameless one, at that. Check it out
anyways- you just may find something
that something will catch your eye).
To all of you BC students already in
the midst of your semester abroad, I
wish you the best of luck! For those of
you waiting until the second semester
to head out, enjoy your time here at BC!
And, for the rest of us still on campus
let's make this the best year to date!
-

-
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Jacquelyn Herder is the Features Editor for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at

By Paul

Redlick, Yaniraßevan, Kristopherßobinson, Adam Rose, William Sloneker,
Paul Sulzer, and William Watkins.

Sulzer

Heights Editor
This article is the culmination

of a

project completed by the 30-member
Freshman Leadership Initiative Program
(FLIP) ofThe Heights led by Pat Irish.
The following students participated in

FLIP in 2008-2009:
Lila Abed, Joseph Bilotto, Anne Cobb
Budnick, Jake Burg, Hilary Chasse,
Nicole Choinski, John Delfino, Marissa
Dioguardi, Katherine Ferguson, Kyu
Lee Han, Kristen House, Claire Kairys,
Steven Kreager, Sean Lane, Ana Lopez,
Nora Lopopolo, Katherine Lucey, Justin
McCarthy, Gabrielle McKenzie, Daniel
Morrison, Maegan O'Rourke, lulia
Padeanu, Darren Ranck, Madeleine

Few symbols are as synonymous
with Boston College as the Superfan
shirt. Students proudly don their gold
apparel every Saturday in the fall,
braving the biting winds and frequent
downpours that would otherwise
dampen their spirits, all in the name
of representing their school as passionately as possible.
The intensity with which Superfans
support their Eagles is particularly

remarkable because the tradition is so
young. Chris Millette and JeffBridge,
both BC '99, were inspired to start a
movement by their fellow students'
apathetic attitudes toward cheering.

After one hockey game at which they
were told to "sit down and shut up"
during their junior year, Millette and
Bridge concluded that the game day
atmosphere had to change.
"We essentially decided that we
were having a lot more fun than other
people were at games," Bridge said.
"We wanted everyone else to have
the same experience as us and make
the atmosphere the same as at other
schools."
So Bridge and Millette approached
the Undergraduate Government of BC
(UGBC) and the athletic department
to brainstorm a solution. Bridge was
inspired by the culture at the University
of Virginia, his brother's school, where
students would hand out T-shirts before each football game.

"I remember thinking, 'Why can't
we do something like that?'" he said.

With the help of close friend
and BC men's hockey coach Jerry
York, Bridge and Millette were able
to convince Pike's Peak, the hockey
booster club, to order a bus to take
50 students to an away game against
the University of New Hampshire.
Before the game, Bridge and Millette
distributed gold shirts to their friends
for the first time.
From there, the movement slowly
began to grow. Pike's Peak again gave
the fledgling SuperFans a boost by
providing that same group of students
with tickets to the Frozen Four at the,
end of the season.

See Superfans, B9

_

EAGLE DATES
Interested in going on a date? The Heights will match features readers with fellow Boston College
students; selected pairs will be given $35 to go on a date. We will then print the duo's thoughts on
their experience. Modeled after "Date Lab" in the Washington Post, Ecigle Dates is bringing back
the date. Please e-mail Jackie at herderj@bcheights.com with the subject "Eagle Dates," for more
information. Look out for our Facebook group as well.

herderj@bcheights.com.
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